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Abstract

Efficiency of a parallel applications merely depends on a scheduling algorithm which
distributes sequential portions of application to multiprocessor systems. State of the
art algorithms can be divided in following two classes. Just-in-time (JIT) algorithms
are simple algorithms, which can schedule almost any application and have minimal
requirements. Full-ahead algorithms are more computation intensive and require more
information about a parallel program, but they are able to build more effective schedules.

Directed acyclic graph (DAG) is a typical instrument to model structure of a parallel
application, which is used by full-ahead algorithms. DAGs show dependencies between
sequential parts of an application and communication between them.

This thesis presents a Horizon algorithm class for scheduling DAG-based parallel
applications. The Horizon algorithm extends a JIT algorithm class by providing some
restricted knowledge about parallel program structure. With this new knowledge the
Horizon algorithm manages to outperform a JIT algorithm. To the best of my knowledge
this is the first attempt to fill the niche between full-ahead and JIT algorithms.
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1 Introduction

Effective parallelization of an application requires extensive knowledge about program
structure. There exist a variety of methods to declare program structure, that is
convenient for the programmer, but also allows to effectively schedule the application
a on a multiprocessor system. Examples of parallelization methods are the fork-join
pattern [ABB00], message-passing systems [GLS99], map-reduce frameworks [DG08],
future-based parallelism [Hal84], and asynchronous lambda approaches [App09].

These methods differ in their API, in their granularity and functionality. But all of
them share one common goal: order sequential sections of an application in an order that
respects their mutual dependencies. This process is called scheduling. Sequential sections
represent parts of an actual execution trace of a program and have corresponding start
and finish time. The same part of the application code can appear as several sequential
sections.

Dependencies between sequential sections represent transfers of data that is calculated
in precedent sections and used as an input by subsequent ones. Relations between
sequential sections can be modeled as a graph, and thus all the dependencies go from
past to future such that the graph has no cycles. Thus, such model is called Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG).

DAGs are a common and well-studied way to represent the execution of parallel
application [ZS13; Blu+96]. It is known that scheduling of a DAG-structured program
onto a multiprocessor computer is a NP-complete problem in its general form [Ull75].
There exist constrained models, which allow to determine optimal schedule in polynomial
time [Hu61; CG72; PY79]. Simplicity of these models barely allows their utilization for
scheduling of real parallel applications.

The most popular scheduling techniques do not attempt to find an optimal sched-
ule [KA99b; WG90; ACD74]. Instead, they try to arrange the nodes of a DAG structured
application in an order, which respect their sequential dependencies and correlates with
an importance metric of a node. The importance metric is chosen so that scheduling of
a more important job is more critical for the overall progress of execution.

Different scheduling algorithms are more or less successive in their attempt to order
nodes of a DAG right. To build a shorter schedule an algorithm has to sacrifice
speed of the algorithm itself [KA99a]. Different scheduling techniques allow to achieve
other parameters of a schedule as high sustainability towards fluctuations in execution
environment, fairness, etc.

On the other side of the spectrum are the algorithms which do not try to get as
much information about program structure as possible. Instead, they try to utilize
patterns which improve performance within a given execution environment [HL14; HL14].
This makes these algorithms fast and frees from burden of obtaining information about
program structure.
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The goal of this master thesis is to combine ”structure oblivious” and ”structure aware”
algorithms. The main question behind my work is following. Can we achieve better
performance by knowing only a part of program structure?

My initial motivation originates from Apple’s GCD technology [App09], which provides
a framework for asynchronous execution of so-called blocks. The blocks are parts of an
application, which the programmer marks as suitable for asynchronous execution. The
framework maintains a thread pool and decides itself whether it wants to run a block
sequentially or in parallel.

At the implementation level the GCD framework maintains a list of blocks which are
available for execution straight away. The GCD has no knowledge which blocks will
appear next. I supposed that, if a GCD-like framework has more complete knowledge
about program structure, its decision making may become more reasonable and effective.

In thesis thesis shows a variant of a model which supplies a scheduler with restricted
knowledge about program structure. I propose an algorithm which acts within this
model. I compare the algorithm mostly against the algorithms which have complete
knowledge about program structure because this class of algorithms is more diverse and
does not depend on the underlying system model that much.

The master thesis has following structure. Section 1 introduces reader to the master
thesis topic and justifies its motivation. Section 2 provides the reader with the background
knowledge and describes the so-called Horizon model, which is the subject of this thesis.
Section 3 gives a description of several state of the art algorithms. This section also
includes a description of the Horizon algorithm. The algorithm represents only one
particular implementation, which is compared with other algorithms. In principle, other
variants of the Horizon algorithm are also possible, but not included in the scope of
this thesis. Section 4 describes how algorithms were evaluated and explains the results.
Section 5 makes concluding remarks, outlines discussion points and gives insight to future
work.
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2 Technical background

Properties of the environment where the scheduler acts have a major influence on
the scheduling algorithm structure. Depending on whether or not the processors are
homogeneous, what is the network topology, which information about the program
is given, etc. the algorithm can make a decision considering very different pieces of
information.

The main aspect, which I want to study in this thesis, is how the properties of
the resulting schedule depend on the completeness of the information available to the
algorithm. Considering this goal, state of the art algorithms can be divided into following
two classes.

Algorithms from the first class have very few information about the program they are
scheduling. Their decisions are made in runtime. And minimization of the scheduling
overhead often is an important objective for them. This class is called just-in-time
algorithms (JIT-algorithms) and described in Section 2.3.

Representatives of another class are aware of complex structure of the application.
They make each scheduling decision considering possible impact of it in the future. This
all allows to make all complicated and time-consuming actions before the execution of
the application starts, for example in compile-time. In this case runtime part of the
scheduler can be very simple, making the problem of significant scheduling overhead less
relevant. This class of the algorithms is called full ahead algorithms.

Environment where an algorithm acts is called system model. System model consists
of three components: computer model, network model and scheduling model. Computer
model describes properties of the processors, which run parallel application and the
scheduler itself. This thesis differentiates processors as homogeneous and heterogeneous.

Processor are connected via communication links. Properties of the communication
links and their topology is described by the network model. As with processors, commu-
nication links can be either homogeneous or heterogeneous. If both communication links
and processors are homogeneous, the whole system model is considered homogeneous, or
heterogeneous otherwise.

The network models describes communication links. The link can be either contention
free or contention non-free. Contention free means that once a communication operation
starts, it does not experience any disturbance from another communication operations.
The network model of this master thesis uses contention non-free communication links.
This means that a communication operation exclusively occupies the channel between
the two processors and can’t be interrupted.

Most of the algorithms presented in this thesis are oriented towards the same homoge-
neous system model. I consider this model as a basic one and describe it in Section 2.1.
Deviations from this model allow to build algorithms which can show better quality in
real life applications, possibly within some constrained application area.
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This master thesis contains a description of following three scheduling models: full-
ahead, just-in-time and Horizon. The scheduling model describes the information which
is available to a scheduler and the way how a scheduler can operate with available
information.

The Horizon model is the contribution of this thesis. It is a combination of full-ahead
and just-in-time models. The scheduler within this model discovers new information
about program structure during the execution. In this sense it is similar to just-in-time
algorithms, but in contrast to JIT-algorithms, more information is available at each step
and more planning can be made.

Heterogeneity is one of the popular modifications to the basic model. One of the
representatives of this class of algorithms is the Lookahead [BSM10] algorithm. I picked
this algorithm, because it is the only algorithm found in the literature which utilizes
an approach similar to the idea which I present in this thesis. This algorithm uses the
model with heterogeneous processors, which I describe in Section 2.2.

Just-in-time algorithms have execution environment compatible to the one of the model
from Section 2.1, but they assume different program structure model. The differences are
described in Section 2.3. Within the scope of this thesis I present the Horizon algorithm,
which scheduling model is something between the model of just-in-time algorithms and
full-ahead algorithm. This model is described in Section 2.4.

2.1 Homogeneous model
Parallel program execution consists of series of sequential parts, which have data depen-
dencies between each other. Such structure can be modelled as directed acyclic graph
(DAG), where nodes represent sequential parts and edges represent data dependencies.
Various parameters of the program can be modelled either as attributes of nodes, edges
or the graph itself.

To start with model description I define following graph attributes. Formally, a directed
acyclic graph G = (V; E) consists of set of nodes V and set of edges E . Nodes vi 2 V
represent sequential parts of the program, which are called jobs1. Edges ei;j 2 E represent
data dependencies which result in communication operations. Symbol v represents the
size of set V. Symbol e represents the size of set E . The execution environment consists
of set P of interconnected processor elements, where pi 2 P are elements of the set.
Symbol p represents the number of processors in set P. Figure 2.1 shows an example of
a DAG which models a parallel program. For the sake of brevity some of the edge labels
are missed in the figure. DAG attributes are summarized in Table 2.1.

Dependencies of the job are designated by an operators pred(vi) and succ(vi). Operator
pred(vi) returns a list of the jobs which put data dependency on job vi. Every node
except entry node has at least one parent. Operator succ(vi) return a list of the jobs
which execution depends on the node vi. When a node is scheduled operator p(vi) returns
a processor which a node was scheduled to.

1 Terms nodes and jobs are used interchangeably.
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Attribute Definition Meaning
G (V; E) DAG of the program
E ei;j 2 E Set of data dependencies
e kEk Number of edges
V vi 2 V Set of jobs
v kVk Number of jobs
P pi 2 P Set of processors
p kPk Number of processors

Table 2.1: DAG attributes

Operator w(x) designates communication and computation costs. Computation costs
of job vi are w(vi). Communication costs of data transfer from job vi to job vj are
w(ei;j). If jobs vi and vj are scheduled to the same processor, w(ei;j) = 0.

Without loss of generality, assume that a DAG has only one entry node and only one
exit node. All the nodes, except entry and exit nodes, and edges, except edges incident
to entry or exit nodes, have positive weights. Entry and exit nodes, as well as edges
incident to entry and exit nodes are allowed to have zero weights. Once a job gets started
it runs until the end, i. e. jobs are not preemptable.

Following DAG attributes are important.

s-level (stands for static level) of a node vi is the length of the longest path from
node vi to the exit node, including the weight of vi. S-level does not consider
communication costs, thus it does not depend on particular schedule. In Figure 2.1
nodes encompassed in the s-level of the node v6 are circled in light gray color. A
recurrent relation for s-level is following:

sl(vi) =

8<
:

max
vj2succ(vi)

(sl(vj)) + w(vi); if succ(vi) 6= ;

w(vi); if succ(vi) = ;

Static t-level (stands for static top level) of a node vi is the length of the longest path
from the entry node to a node vi, excluding the weight of vi. Static t-level includes
all communication costs and computed before schedule is created. Thus st-level
computation does not consider possibility to nullify communication costs, when
dependant jobs run on the same processor. In Figure 2.1 the nodes encompassed
in t-level of the node v6 are circled in dark gray color. A recurrent relation for
t-level is following:

stl(vi) =

8<
:

max
vj2pred(vi)

(stl(vj) + w(evj ;vi) + w(vj)); if pred(vi) 6= ;

0; if pred(vi) = ;

Static b-level (stands for static bottom level) of a node vi is the length of the longest
path from node vi to the exit node, including the weight of vi. Computation of
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static b-level includes communication costs in the same way as with t-level. In
Figure 2.1 the nodes encompassed in b-level of the node v6 are circled in light gray
color. A recurrent relation for b-level is following:

sbl(vi) =

8<
:

max
vj2succ(vi)

(sbl(vj) + w(evj ;vi)) + w(vi); if succ(vi) 6= ;

w(vi); if succ(vi) = ;

Total work (W) is total complexity of all jobs in the DAG. If all nodes are scheduled
to the same processor, the length of the resulting schedule is equal to total work.
The formula to calculate total work is following:

W =
X
vi2G

(w(vi))

Critical path (CP ) designates the length of the longest path from the entry node to the
exit node. A DAG can have several critical paths of equal length. Critical path
length equals to s-level of an entry node. Critical path is an important parameter
of a DAG, because it shows the lower limit of any possible schedule length: even
with unbounded amount of processors execution can’t take less than execution of
critical path requires. Critical path also can include communication costs existing
between the nodes in critical path, but in this case, critical path length is not
minimal possible schedule length. In Figure 2.1 critical path is shown with thick
arrows.

v1

v2

v3

v4

v5

v6

v7 v8

v9

v10

v11

v12

e1;2

e2;3

e3;4

e4;12

e3;7

e7;9

e6;7

e5;10

e10;11

Figure 2.1: DAG structure

Parameters mentioned above do not depend on particular schedule which can assign
jobs to processors in different way. These parameters called static. If a DAG parameter
depends on concrete a job-to-processor assignment, it is called dynamic. Dynamic
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parameter can also be considered as a parameter of particular schedule. Example of
values for DAG parameters for a DAG in Figure 2.1 is given in Table 2.2a. Dynamic
parameters are defined in next subsection.

i w(vi) sl(vi) sbl(vi) stl(vi) ALAP (vi)

1� 10 130 270 0 0
2 20 110 200 40 50
3 20 90 170 70 80
4 40 60 70 100 180
5� 10 120 250 20 20
6� 30 110 220 50 50
7 20 70 140 100 110
8� 30 80 170 100 100
9� 10 50 110 160 160
10 30 70 120 40 130
11� 20 40 60 210 210
12� 20 20 20 250 250

CPstatic 130
CPdynamic 270
W 280

(a) Node parameters. Nodes with asterisk are on the
critical path.

w(ei;j)

e1;2 30
e1;5 10
e2;3 10
e3;4 10
e3;7 10
e4;12 10
e5;6 20
e5;10 10
e6;7 20
e6;8 20
e7;9 10
e8;9 30
e9;11 40
e10;11 30
e11;12 20

(b) Edge parameters

Table 2.2: DAG parameters

2.1.1 Schedule parameters
A schedule is a mapping of jobs of a parallel application to timeslots of processors, which
respects system model constraints. A scheduling algorithm performs assignment of the
jobs to timeslots of processors. An example of a schedule of the DAG from Figure 2.1
with parameters from Table 2.2a is presented in Figure 2.2.

Start time of a node within particular schedule is designated as ST (vi).

Finish time of a node within particular schedule is designated as FT (vi). Between start
time and finish time holds following relation:

FT (vi) = ST (vi) + w(vi)

Makespan denotes the finish time of the exit node. Also called schedule length.

Dynamic t-level (stands for dynamic top level) of a node vi on a processor Pi is the
length of the longest path from the entry node to a node vi, excluding the weight
of vi. Dynamic t-level designates the earliest possible start time of a node vi, when

7



parent nodes of the node vi are already scheduled.

tl(vi) =

8<
:

max
vj2pred(vi)

(FT (vi) + w(evi;vj )); if pred(vi) 6= ;

0; if pred(vi) = ;

Dynamic t-level is computed within a context of particular schedule, meaning
that if p(vi) = p(vj), then w(evi;vj ) = 0. Dynamic t-level does not consider the
availability of a processor ready for execution of the node vi, hence actual earliest
possible time can be bigger.

Dynamic b-level (stands for dynamic bottom level) of a node vi on a processor Pi is the
length of the longest path from node vi to the exit node, including the weight of
vi. Dynamic b-level is computed as follows.

bl(vi) =

8<
:

max
vj2succ(vi)

(bl(vj) + w(evj ;vj )) + w(vi); if succ(vi) 6= ;

w(vi); if succ(vi) = ;

Critical path also can be considered as a dynamic attribute. In this case it is the longest
path in a schedule from entry to exit node and equals to dynamic b-level of an entry
node. As with dynamic b-level, critical path length can change depending of mutual
placement of adjacent nodes comprising the critical path. Even nodes encompassed
in the critical path can change for different schedules. If not mentioned otherwise,
dynamic critical path is assumed.

Activity (f(�i; t)) of a node vi indicates whether a job is being executed at time t.

f(�i; t) =

(
1; t 2 [�i � w(vi); �i]

0; otherwise

Ready time (Ri(vj)) of a processor pi means earliest possible time when a processor
can run a job of size w(vj). Ready time takes into account time required to satisfy
job dependencies. For example, ready time R2(v2) in the schedule in Figure 2.2
equals 40, assuming only node v1 already scheduled.

Earliest Start Time (EST (vi; pj)) refers to earliest possible execution time of a node vi
on a processor pj , with respect to both dynamic t-level of node vi and ready time
of processor pj .

EST (vi; pj) = max(tl(vi); Rj(vi))

Earliest Finish Time (EFT (vi; pj)) refers to earliest possible finish time of a node vi on
a processor pj . Between EST and EFT following relation holds.

EFT (vi; pj) = EST (vi; pj) + w(vi)

8



Actual Finish Time (AFT) is time when node vi completes its job within particular
schedule. AFT (vi) represents actual finish time of node vi. Between parents’ AFT
and children EFT holds following relation:

EFT (vi; pj) = max
�
Rj(vi); max

vk2pred(vi)
(AFT (vk) + w(e(vi; vk))

�

As-late-as-possible (ALAP ) is a metric which indicates how much the node’s start time
can be delayed without increasing of total schedule length. ALAP of the critical
path nodes equals to their t-level. ALAP is computed according to following
formula:

ALAP (vi) =

8<
:

min
vj2succ(vi)

(ALAP (vj)� w(evi;vj ))� w(vi); if succ(vi) 6= ;

CP � w(vi); if succ(vi) = ;

t

P1

P2

P3

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

v1 v5 v6 v8 v9 v11 v12

v2 v3 v7

v10 v4

Figure 2.2: Schedule example

A schedule is optimal if it has the best possible evaluation parameters among other
schedules within given number of processors. Although various objective parameters are
possible, typically makespan is used. This includes my work too. Since optimality is
not practical comparison criteria for various algorithms, I compare their performance,
meaning how good their objective parameters are. In my case, the algorithm having
better performance, is the one producing schedule with smaller makespan.
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2.2 Heterogeneous model
The heterogeneous system model is an extension of the homogeneous system model.
There are several variations of this model possible, but the main differences are the
following. Computation costs is not a single number w(vi) anymore, but a vector w(vi)
of size p. Element j of the vector w(vi) represents computation costs of a node vi on a
processor pj . Operator w(vi; j) represents computation costs of a node vi on a processor
pj .

Withing this thesis I assume a communication model that consists of a network of fully
connected processors. Communication costs are built up of two network parameters:

1. Matrix B of size p� p of data transfer rates. Element bi;j from matrix B shows
data transfer rate from node vi to node vj ;

2. Vector L of size p of latency created by processors. Element li from matrix L

designates the latency of processor pi in communication operation.

The weight of edges in the DAG, instead of time required for data transmit, now
indicate size of data to be transmitted. Combining network parameters and edge weight,
communication cost of transmitting message from node vi to node vj is

ci;j = Lp(vi) +
datai;j

bp(vi);p(vj)

It is to be noticed that within this model there exist heterogeneity in two types of
resources: processors and network. Variations of system model may have changes in
network model and processor model independently. Besides communication costs, the
network model may have another topology model. If network topology may have an
arbitrary structure, APN scheduling algorithms should be applied [KA99b].

2.3 Just-in-time scheduling model
Just-in-time (JIT) model is oblivious regarding program structure. Schedulers within
this model can’t afford any planning. It is assumed that at each moment in time a
scheduler knows some very restricted information, but this information is up-to-date.
Because of this, scheduling decisions are to be made immediately before they are applied,
whereas full-ahead scheduler can decide to schedule a job to a processor far before the
job is actually scheduled.

Just-in-time model has an advantage by being simpler. Thus it is widespread in real
systems. Parallel programming model which is based on threads and mutexes can be seen
as such model. Mutex locks can be seen as synchronization points, which are creation
of the jobs in full-ahead model. The scheduler knows only about the threads and the
mutexes which block some threads, but the scheduler doesn’t know which mutex a thread
is going to acquire next. Scheduling is done on the fly or just-in-time by picking a thread
which is not blocked on any mutex.
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Similarly to full-ahead model, within JIT model program is assumed to consist of
sequential pieces called jobs. Jobs have sequential dependencies between each other. If
two jobs have noncontradictory dependency sets, they may be run in parallel on different
processors. A parallel program can be modeled as a DAG where nodes represent jobs
and edges represent edges. Because nodes in a DAG correspond to jobs in a parallel
application, the terms nodes and jobs are used interchangeably.

Within the just-in-time model, scheduling algorithms DAG nodes appear for the
scheduler only when they become ready, i. e. all their dependencies get satisfied. A job
that is currently being executed on a processor is called active. If execution of a job
A depends on another job B, job A is called a child of a job B. And job B is called a
parent of a job A.

The trivial just-in-time model assumes that there exists single globally accessible list
of jobs, which state is ready. Such list is called ready queue 2. Whenever there is a
processor with no active job, it tries to grab one from a ready queue.

Globally accessible queue puts tough requirements on network latency. This makes
model simple, but unrealistic. Global just-in-time model often struggles to achieve high
overall performance in large scale systems. Anderson, Lazowska, and Levy [ALL89] have
shown that contention for the system bus can drastically decreases both system latency
and throughput. Various researches have shown the influence of the data locality on
the number of CPU cache misses [Spo+09; HL14; SL93] and page faults [Blu+96]. This
increases shared memory bus traffic and contention and bring significant performance
penalty. [SL93] has shown that if child jobs tend to stay on the same CPU as parents,
performance penalty grows slower with increased number of processors.

2.4 Horizon scheduling model
This section presents a model which was not met previously in the research according to
my best knowledge. It combines the ideas both from just-in-time model and full-ahead
model. In detail the model is following.

Parallel program is modelled as a DAG, which consists of jobs which have data
dependencies between each other. These dependencies determine possibility of parallel
execution of the jobs. Scheduling is done by mapping the jobs to available processors
in an order that respects data dependencies. This part of the model repeats full-ahead
model.

Scheduling of the program is possible only in runtime, because in the beginning only
partial information about program execution is available. When an application starts,
the scheduler discovers certain number of jobs, within certain depth from the root
node. Some of these jobs are ready for execution right after root node finishes, but
others depend on root’s children descendants. After a job finishes scheduler discovers its
descendants within certain depth.

In this aspect horizon model is similar to JIT-model. But in contrast to the later,
scheduler within the horizon model discovers more information after each step of execution.
This leads to the main hypothesis of my master thesis.

2 Also known as ready list.
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- More information about parallel program structure enables the scheduler for making
better scheduling decision at each step of the execution. As result, overall schedule will
be better.

To my best knowledge there is no know programming instrument that uses this model.
Development of such instrument is out of scope of this work. As possible way to provide
scheduler with such knowledge I consider static code analysis tools combined with runtime
instruments.

Static code analysis tools should be able to recognize sequential parts of the program and
dependencies between them. Programmer can advise these tools, by writing a program
using special technologies, which have notion of tasks and dependencies. Examples of
such technologies are Petri Nets, UML, markup languages [YB05]. Additionally, static
code analysis tool should be able to annotate binary image of the program with the
information about such sequential parts. These annotations should be recognized by
dynamic part of a parallel systems, which provides a scheduler with horizon knowledge.

Dynamic runtime instruments should consider sequential parts of the program as first
class citizens and be good in keeping and understanding dependencies between them.
Scheduler should be able to fetch this information and use it for making scheduling
decisions.

State of the art parallel programming systems, like StarPU [Aug+11], X10 [Cha+05],
ZeroMQ [Hin15] understand some of aforementioned concepts, providing higher or lower
level of abstraction.

Another possible application of a Horizon model can be introduced by reducing the
full-ahead model. Within a full-ahead model all information required by the Horizon
model is available. The difference is that in the Horizon model program structure is
discovered step by step. This constrains the scheduler within Horizon model to work only
during runtime, without a possibility to generate a schedule before program execution.

Various situations are possible, where the Horizon model can be superior to full-ahead
one. First, consider a situation when there exist a bunch of n parallel programs, which
are to be scheduled on a parallel system. At the same time there can be run up to m � n

programs simultaneously. Creating full-ahead schedules for simultaneous execution for
all possible combinations of application can be practically impossible for sufficiently big
numbers of n and m. At the same time JIT-schedulers are believed to be less efficient
than full-ahead ones [YB05]. Splitting processor into a set of independent partitions
can put tight limit on the best possible utilization bound either. I believe, in this
situation, the Horizon scheduler, if it shows better performance than JIT scheduler, can
be considered as a preferable choice. It does not require to split the processors and does
not require to generate huge number of schedules beforehand.

Another example, where I see the Horizon model being applicable, is improving ability
of the schedule to tolerate uncertainties in cost estimations. This property is called
robustness. After a full-ahead schedule is created, it is not changed anymore. But in
runtime it can turn out that certain estimations are imprecise. Jobs which are closer to
the exit node tend to be allocated to processors basing on less and less correct information.
This can have negative impact on overall performance. Horizon scheduler naturally takes
into account changes in cost estimation of the finished jobs. This enables the scheduler
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to assign the jobs basing on more precise information. This aspect is to be studied in
Section 4.

As a continuation of previous example, processor failures can be seen as another
source of unpredictable delays. Sometimes failures can require significant changes in
the schedule and here again the Horizon model looks more durable than full-ahead one.
Investigation of this aspect is not considered in the scope of this thesis and left for future
work.

2.5 Scheduling models
The system model determines variety of algorithms which can be used. The applicability of
the model is determined by required properties of the execution environment. Such factors
as performance guarantees, robustness, reliability and others determine optimal system
model and optimal scheduling algorithm. This section introduces general scheduling
principles and paradigms within aforementioned system models.

2.5.1 Work stealing algorithms
Just-in-time scheduling model is popular in state of the art scheduling systems like
StarPU [Aug+11] or X10 [Cha+05]. There exist many algorithms within this model.
HEFT [THW02], Min-min [HF99], Max-min [HF99], Sufferage [HF99] are among the
most popular. These algorithms are mostly opted to run in heterogeneous environ-
ments. But since this thesis focuses mainly on homogeneous systems I will give more
detailed description for a scheduling paradigm, which basic version works in homogeneous
environment. This particular algorithm is called work stealing.

There exist two major dynamic scheduling paradigms where jobs tend to stay where
parents have been run: work stealing and work sharing [BL99]. To enforce this principle
each processor maintains its own local ready list. In work stealing paradigm, processors
take or steal jobs from ready lists of other processors. And in work sharing ones,
processors pass or share jobs from their ready list to the ready lists of other processors.
If a processor attempts to steal a job only when its own queue becomes empty it is called
parsimonious [Spo+09].

Principles of work sharing algorithms are similar to work stealing ones, but the latter
ensure less communication overhead [BL99].

Work stealing algorithms are subject of extensive research [Spo+09; BL99; ABB00;
ABP98], but also have a number of practical implementations [Hal84; Blu+95]. Execution
environment where typical work stealing algorithm acts has following structure. There
exist a set of processors that can compute parallel tasks independently. Each processor
has its own ready list. When a processor finishes the job, some of the children of this job
can become ready. If it happens, then these children are added to the local ready queue
of the processor.

Each processor is capable to communicate with any other processor. This communica-
tion could involve data transfers required to complete the job, but also processors are
capable to communicate to exchange the jobs in their working queues. The process of
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exchanging jobs among ready queues is the essence of scheduling for dynamic scheduling
algorithms.

2.5.2 Full-ahead scheduling
If the program structure is known beforehand, it is possible to develop more complicated
algorithms. A number of examples are known in the research [WG90; BSM10; Wu00;
ACD74; KA99b; ZS13; THW02]. All these algorithms differ not only in the proposed
approach, but as also in the details of the models where the algorithms operate. An
example of algorithm classification is given in [KA99b]. In Section 3 I describe several
particular algorithms and specifics of their models.

Besides structure of the DAG itself, important characteristic of the system model of
the algorithm is the information that is known about the jobs and job communication.
In simplest case, we can assume that anything, except job precedence constraints is
irrelevant. In this situation jobs are assumed to have unit computation costs (i. e. all
computation costs are equal for all the jobs) [Hu61; ACD74]. If computation costs are
under consideration, node weight can have arbitrary value. And this value represents
time required to complete a job on a processor. If communication is irrelevant edge
weight is either uniform for all the edges or zero. UET-UCT (unit estimated time-unit
communication time) is a typical model in research area [Fin+96; AK00], which assumes
both computation and communication costs have unit weight.

The popular model which operates with arbitrary communication and computation
costs is called macro dataflow model [YG92; WG90]. Without explicitly naming it, this
model can also be found in numerous other papers [ACD74; KA99b; SZ04b]. Macro
dafaflow model works as follows. The execution runs respecting the dependencies between
the jobs in a DAG. Each job runs exclusively on a certain processor for the time, which
depends on the computation costs of the job. These costs can have arbitrary finite value.
Before a job starts, it should receive data from its parent. Time required to accomplish
this operation depends on the communication costs of the job and also can have arbitrary
finite value. When both parent and child run on the same processor, communication
between them takes no time.

Macro dataflow model, yet simple, is often precise enough to approximate execution
of parallel program on a multiprocessor system running it. The assumption of zero
communication costs within the same processor is realistic because throughput of the
network is much lower than the throughput of local memory. Moreover, it is often the
case, that data should not be moved, if a job consuming the data resides on the same
processor as the job generated the data.

Modern systems are often heterogeneous. This requires algorithms to cope with
heterogeneous systems as well. Computing systems can have to kinds of heterogeneity,
which can also be combined in the same system: heterogeneity of processors [Gra99;
THW02; AB14] and heterogeneity of communication [AB14; BSM10]. Heterogeneity
of processors means that instead of single node weight, each job has defined table of
execution times for each processor that exist in the system. Different communication
channels between processors imply different time requirements for a data transfers, which
happen to fulfill job’s dependency requirements.
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System topology also can bring significant complication for an algorithm. Being
fully connected graph (clique) in the simplest case, connections between processors can
form arbitrary structures. Clique, Hypercube, Fat Tree are popular topologies. But
sometimes combinations of famous structures or irregular structures should be handled.
The reasons for such a diversity are expenses, throughput, latency and reliability, which
vary for different topologies. Irregular structures may occur when there is no single
authority which builds up network infrastructure. Internet or SETI@home project are
good examples. These networks join together many different subnetworks with various
topologies and form arbitrary structures in result.

Depending on existence of the restriction of the DAG, algorithms are divided in
arbitrary graph structure algorithms and restricted graph structure algorithms. Hu [Hu61]
requires the program to have a tree-structure and the jobs to have unit computation costs.
Coffman and Graham [CG72] allows jobs to have arbitrary computation costs, but number
of processors is restricted to two. Finta et al. [Fin+96] proposes an algorithm for arbitrary
structure DAG within UET-UCT model, but only for two processors. Papadimitriou and
Yannakakis [PY79] proposed to schedule an interval-ordered task graph with uniform jobs
computation costs to an arbitrary number of processors. Malewicz [Mal05] propose an
algorithm that permits DAG to have complex structure, but requires it to be narrow (i. e.
the width of the DAG is at most constant). These algorithms represent algorithms with
restricted graph structure, but allow to create an optimal schedule in polynomial time.

Another group of restricted graph structure algorithms does not allow to build an
optimal schedule in polynomial time, but has softer DAG constraints. Computations
where any two jobs which have common parent also have a common child are called
fully strict or well-structured [BL99]. This kind of structure is also called fork-join
parallelism, because it can be guaranteed by fork-join paradigm of an operating system.
The guarantee is achieved, because the parent thread is the one who always joins
with the child thread. These kinds of algorithms put boundaries on the worst case
execution time[ABB00; ABP98; BGM99], additional number of cache misses [Spo+09;
HL14; ABB00; SL93], additional number of page faults [Blu+96], and memory space
requirements [Blu+96; BGM99].

Getting program structure can become a cumbersome task [Wil+08]. Typical way
to gather such information is either static analysis [CS; Fer+01; Gus+03] or program
execution monitoring [DGH91; PN98]. Getting precise information about future program
execution is exaggerated, because of unpredictable and nondeterministic situations that
can occur in run-time [Can+08; Ton+00; Mal05; FBB08; MS98]. Ability to sustain
unpredictable situations called robustness [Can+08]. Various researches define robustness
in different manner, comparison of different metrics representing robustness presented in
[CJ07].

There are various approaches to tolerate unpredictability of the system. It is possible to
make computation and communication time overestimation to improve robustness of the
schedule [Can+08], but the disadvantage is a bigger slacking time, and thus increasing
scheduling overhead. Just-in-time algorithms, which make decisions on the fly, basing
on the information that is available in current moment of time, are naturally tolerant
to unexpected jitters in task execution times. A downside is that dynamic algorithms
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usually have worse performance in comparison to DAG aware algorithms, in situations
when execution does not suffer from uncertainties.

Dynamic task rescheduling [SZ04b; MS98] is a hybrid approach that combines scheduling
based on a priori knowledge of the DAG and scheduling based on current information.
Such algorithms tend show better performance in presence of uncertainties, if they are
based on better DAG aware algorithm [Can+08].

If nature of unpredictability is known, for instance deviations of expected job execution
time and expected execution times are defined, stochastic scheduling algorithms [ZS13;
Tan+11] come into play. These schedulers are similar to convenient list schedulers, but
assign job priorities with respect to the level of uncertainty of execution time of each
job. In the end they prepare a priority list of the jobs, which is expected to be more
robust, than the result of typical scheduling algorithm.

2.5.3 Horizon scheduling
This scheduling model is a derivative of the Horizon system model, which was described
in Section 2.4. The Horizon scheduler can be seen as a generalization of just-in-time
scheduler, because the horizon can be reduced to contain only ready nodes.

Figure 2.3 shows which data horizon scheduler operates on. The execution state
represents a situation when nodes v1, v2 and v5 are already finished. The ready queue
contains nodes v3, v6 and v10. In the example horizon depth assumed to be 2, thus
additionally to ready nodes, the horizon contains also nodes v4, v6, v7, v8, v10, v11. Depth
is a parameter which determines how far from the ready nodes the graph structure is
visible to the scheduler. Depth 1 means that only ready nodes are visible. If depth is 2,
then additionally to ready nodes, children of ready nodes comprise the horizon. If depth
is 3, grand children of ready nodes get into the horizon, and so on.

v1

v2

v3

v4

v5

v6

v7 v8

v9

v10

v11

v12

Legend:

vi – Job

vi – Ready job

vi – Job not seen by the scheduler yet

vi vi – Jobs comprising current horizon

Figure 2.3: DAG as it seen by Horizon scheduler.

For each node in the horizon computation cost estimations are known. Also com-
munication costs between any two dependant nodes are known if both of them are in
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horizon. If a node from the horizon depends from a node that is not in horizon only
existence of such dependency is known. An example of such dependency is the edge e9;11
in Figure 2.3.

The Horizon scheduling model allows to schedule any task which dependencies either
are satisfied or can be satisfied by scheduling only jobs from the horizon. This constraint
is required, because otherwise, if it would be possible to schedule a job which has any
uncovered dependency (like v11 in the example), it could be necessary to change the
assignment of jobs to processors. This process is called rescheduling and for simplicity it
is not allowed.

Considering the example from Figure 2.3, nodes v3, v4, v6, v7, v8, and v10 are allowed
to be scheduled at this point. Node v11 will be allowed for scheduling only after node v9
is discovered. Node v9 will be discovered first when either node v7 or v8 becomes ready.
Node v7 will become ready after either node v3 or v6 finishes and another appears in the
horizon. Node v8 will become ready only after node v6 finishes.

Horizon scheduling allows to assign jobs to processors in advance. This allows to
perform some preliminary steps, which are required to run a job. One such important
step is running communication operations. In contrast to the JIT model it is possible to
start communication earlier, just after parent nodes finish. This property is taken from
full-ahead model and is assumed as in important detail, which improves overall schedule
performance. Detailed investigation of this aspect is provided in Section 4.

2.6 List scheduling
After discussion about differences in system models and scheduling models, this section
describes implementation details which are often common for all these models. As it
was mentioned in Section 1, the scheduling problem is an NP-complete problem. Hence,
the algorithms, which are described within the scope of this master thesis, are heuristics.
They do not give an optimal solution in a strict sense, but some suboptimal one. The
typical scheduling algorithm heuristic is called list scheduling [ACD74; PY79; Sch96;
KA99b; FL12; AB14].

The goal of list scheduling algorithms is to minimize (or maximize) certain parameter
of a resulting schedule: makespan [AB14], fairness [Zah+10], energy efficiency [Zon+13],
etc. The idea behind list scheduling heuristic is that it build a priority list of all the nodes
in the DAG according to some metric. Later the scheduler performs an assignment of
the jobs to processors in the order of jobs priorities. When a job is assigned to a node it
is removed from the priority list. The assignment can take place either statically (before
actual program execution execution) or dynamically (while program is actually running).
For further details on static list scheduling see Section 2.6.1. For further details on
dynamic list scheduling see Section 2.6.2.

If assignment takes place during runtime there can happen following situation. Assume
there is a processor available for execution and some jobs from the priority list are in
ready state. But the most prioritised job is not ready, because has some dependencies
not met yet. This can happen if the top job in the priority queue depends on a job which
is currently being run on a processor. There are two solutions for this situation. In the
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first one, scheduler waits until the top job becomes ready. In the other one, scheduler
takes the most prioritised jobs among the ready ones. If scheduler never intentionally
waits it is called eager [CJ07].

2.6.1 Static list scheduling
Static list scheduling algorithms are popular in research [ACD74; KA99b; WS97] and
are often combined with other scheduling heuristics. Algorithms of this class are the
simplest among other list scheduling algorithms.

The scheduling algorithm first arranges the jobs into the list of the nodes. This list has
jobs ordered according to some priority. Priority choice depends on the algorithm and
its computation complexity varies, but it is important to choose priority in a way that
will keep jobs in the list topologically sorted. If this condition is met and if the queue of
yet to be scheduled jobs contains at least one ready job, than the most prioritised ready
job will be on the top.

After creating a priority queue of the jobs, the scheduling algorithm consists of two
steps [KA99a]:

1. Remove the top node from the scheduling queue;

2. Allocate the node to a processor that allows the earliest start-time.

Initial assumption is that jobs are scheduled in a way that every new job appears
in the end of the local schedule of a processor. It is simple to implement, but can be
improved by insertion heuristic3 [Kru87]. In arbitrary structured DAG dependencies can
be such, that schedule will have holes. Holes are periods between job executions when a
processor has no job to run. Since simple static algorithm does ignores holes, they arise
fast. A scheduler with insertion heuristic assigns jobs to processors considering holes
and tries to fill them up, when possible.

Figure 2.4 shows an example of assignment of jobs to the processors. Here Pi are the
processors, vi are the computation jobs, e1 is the communication job. Jobs v2 and v3
depend on the job v1, thus they ought to be executed after v1 completes.

From the figure one can see that up to the time 30 P2 has no job running. Consider,
that next job to be scheduled is job v4, which has no data dependencies. Possible time
slots for these jobs are marked with dashed boxes. With simple variant of static algorithm
it is going to be scheduled to either P1 or P2 at time 40. But with insertion approach
algorithm is capable to allocate time slot at time 0 on P2.

2.6.2 Dynamic list scheduling
Dynamic list scheduling algorithms are the extension of static list scheduling algorithms.
Dynamic list scheduling algorithms may change the priority queue of the jobs while
constructing it. This happens, because after adding the new node the metric used to
assign priorities should be recalculated for all the nodes that are already in the priority
queue. Thus, a static list scheduling algorithm gets an additional step in a priority queue
construction [KA99b]:
3 Also known as insertion approach.
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Figure 2.4: Insertion approach explanation

1. Determine new priorities of all unscheduled jobs;

2. Select the job with the highest priority for scheduling;

3. Allocate the node to the processor that allows earliest start time.

Dynamic scheduling has a potential to generate a better schedule than static one, but
as drawback it requires continuous recalculation of priorities for the priority queue, thus
increasing time complexity of the algorithm.

2.7 Other approaches
This section describes other scheduling models. Detailed description is out of scope of
this thesis, but a short description of these related models is important for understanding
the research area.

Often differences in the models can be seen as extensions to the basic system model.
Although I separate scheduling heuristics in several subsections it is important to
mention that they often can be combined in the same algorithm to improve overall
performance. Good example of such combination is a combination of clustering heuristic
(see Section 2.7.1) and task duplication heuristic (see Section 2.7.2). An example of such
combination is LCTD algorithm [CSM93].

2.7.1 Clustering heuristics
Clustering heuristics [Sin+08; LP96; KA99b; GY92] assume that the number of processors
is effectively unlimited. Thus the goal of minimizing the makespan is reduced to the
problem of optimizing communication costs. In the beginning clustering algorithms
assign each job a separate processor (cluster in clustering algorithms terminology). In
the process of looking for the better schedule an algorithm unites the clusters. The
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unification of the clusters means assignment of the jobs from different clusters to the
same processor. When two jobs, which have direct dependency between each other, are
put on the same cluster, communication costs between these jobs become zero.

When number of physical processors is not less than the number of clusters assigning
processors to cluster is a trivial problem. But when number of clusters is bigger
than number of processors additional step called mapping is required to accomplish
scheduling process. During this step a scheduler has to map clusters to physical processors
introducing the least possible degradation of the resulting schedule. Considering the fact
that the quality of the resulting schedule highly depends on this step [KA99b], it is an
open question, if putting the actual number of processors out of scope is worth it.

2.7.2 Task duplication
The problem that task duplication aims to solve called max-min problem. Both the
heuristic and the problem were presented by Kruatrachue [Kru87]. The essence of
max-min problem lies in an observation that within macro dataflow model distribution
of the jobs to bigger amount of processors leads to bigger communication delays. At a
certain number of processors makespan of the program even tends to increase if maximal
number of them is used, because the fraction of communication costs grows and starts
to dominate in total execution costs.

Task duplication [Shi+08; AK94] attempts to reduce communication overhead by
cloning the task that introduce much of communication costs. These task are distributed
among several processors, so that more communication happens locally. Thus task
duplication heuristic takes advantage of parallelism and reduces the communication
delays at the same time.

2.7.3 Guided random search based algorithms
Deterministic algorithms have efficiency imbalance for different configurations of parallel
application workflow. With very few luck performance degradation can be significant.
Guided random search based (GRSB) algorithms attempt to solve this problem by
introducing randomization making corner cases less likely. Different types of these
algorithms include genetic algorithms [Gra99; AKN05; WBS09; Koł+13], Tabu search,
Simulated Annealing, etc. [Bra+01].

The idea of GRDB algorithms lies in generating many possible schedules and later
selecting the better ones. The process of generation and selection is iterative. Typically
a guided random search based algorithm starts from generating some random sched-
ules [Gra99; AKN05; WBS09; Koł+13], but is also possible to base a GRDB algorithm
on a schedule obtained by a deterministic algorithm [Bra+01]. The number of iterations
of algorithm can be volatile: algorithm runs as long as it is possible to bring a sensible
improvement to the schedule. Or it can be fixed to some constant number.

Randomness is not a silver bullet. As with deterministic algorithms, stochastic ones
heavily depend on the quality of the metrics that are used to compare intermediate
schedules and the process of generating schedules for next generation. Sometimes huge
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number of iterations is required to get acceptable quality schedule, which can increase
scheduling overhead dramatically.

2.8 Conclusion
This section considers state of the art system models and scheduling models. There exist
big variety of such models, thus only some of the aspects were taken into consideration.

Together with full-ahead and just-in-time models I presented a novel Horizon model.
This model combines properties of both full-ahead and just-in-time models. I mentioned
possible gains of such models and discussed applicability of this model.

In comparison to full-ahead scheduling model, the Horizon model can act in situations,
where full-ahead model lacks necessary information. The Horizon model enables schedul-
ing, when there is information about program structure, but for some reasons creating
schedule in advance is impossible. The Horizon model is expected to be more robust in
presence of imperfection of cost estimations.

In comparison to just-in-time model, horizon model allows to use more information, if
available. This allows to assign jobs to better fitting time slots and start communication
operations beforehand.

Additionally to the simple models, I described approaches, which can be seen as the
extension to basic models. Often these extensions are orthogonal and can be applied
independently.
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3 Scheduling Algorithms

This section describes concrete algorithms from research. Although these algorithms use
various models presented in Section 2, I compare them within the same homogeneous
model from Section 2.1.

Section 3.6 presents the Horizon algorithm developed within the scope of this master
thesis. It makes additional assumptions on the system model, which requires some
changes to the scheduling model. This section describes these changes in greater detail
and argues why they are reasonable and applicable in real life scenarios.

Section 3.7 describes a just-in-time algorithm. The algorithm was implemented to
provide a baseline for comparison against the other algorithms. It has the simplest
system model and thus the performance of this algorithm can be considered as the worst
case performance, showing how the other algorithms can improve.

3.1 HLFET algorithm
Adam, Chandy, and Dickson [ACD74] proposed the HLFET algorithm, which is one
of the simplest list scheduling algorithms. HLFET stands for highest levels first with
estimated times, meaning that the algorithm prioritizes nodes according to their s-level.
”With estimated times” means that estimated times for node weights are known. The
algorithm itself is oblivious to communication costs.

I use the description of the HLFET algorithm given by Kwok and Ahmad [KA99b]:

1. Calculate s-level of each node;

2. Put nodes in a ready queue according to descending order of their s-levels. Initially
the ready queue contains only the entry node. If nodes have the same s-level, ties
are broken arbitrarily;

3. Schedule the top node in the ready queue to a processor that allows minimal EST.
This algorithm does not use insertion heuristic;

4. Update the ready queue by inserting the nodes that are now ready.

5. If the ready queue is not empty, go to step 2. The algorithm finishes, otherwise.

Complexity of the algorithm is defined by the loop within steps 2–5 plus the complexity
of step 1. Calculation of s-levels has complexity O(v + e). Complexity of step 2 is O(v),
because one has to update the ready queue and to check up to v nodes. Since, step 2
repeats v times, the total complexity of the algorithm is O(v2).

Figure 2.2 presents an example of a schedule produced by the HLFET algorithm for
the DAG shown in Figure 2.1. And the parameters denoted in Table 2.2 on page 2.2.
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3.2 MCP algorithm
MCP stands for modified critical path. This algorithm was originally proposed by Wu
and Gajski [WG90]. The algorithm arranges nodes in a priority queue in descending
order of their ALAP metric. MCP is popular and efficient algorithm. And thus has many
implementations. I cite the simplified MCP algorithm, proposed by original authors
in [Wu00]. It has a smaller asymptotic complexity, but practically the same performance
as the original MCP. The steps of the algorithm are:

1. Compute ALAP metric for each node in a DAG;

2. Put the nodes in the priority queue in ascending order of their ALAP times. Ties
are broken by the child that has the smallest ALAP times. If children of contending
nodes have the same minimal ALAP times, ties are broken arbitrarily;

3. Pop the top node from the priority queue and schedule it to the processor that
allows the earliest start time, using the insertion approach (see Sec. 2.6.1). Repeat
step 3 until the priority queue gets empty.

ALAP time is computed by traversing all the edges of the DAG, this step has a
complexity of O(e). Step 3 performs a sort according to ALAP values and has a
complexity of O(v log v). The complexity of step 3 consists of two parts. In the first part
EST (vi) is determined, by traversing all the parents of node vi. This part has complexity
O(jpred(vi)j) for a single node. For v nodes the complexity is

P
O(jpred(vi)j) = O(e).

After this the scheduler looks for a time slot for node vi in the partial schedule using
the insertion approach. This part has a complexity of O(v), because the number of
possible time slots is less than the number of nodes. Step 3 repeats v times, resulting in
O(v2) complexity. The total complexity of the algorithm is O(e+ v log v + v2) or O(v2),
because e < v2.

ALAP times for the DAG from Figure 2.1 are shown in Table 2.2.

3.3 ETF algorithm
The ETF (Earliest Time First) algorithm was proposed by Hwang et al. [Hwa+89]. The
algorithm consists of following steps [KA99b]:

1. Compute static b-levels of all the nodes in the DAG;

2. Out of the ready queue take the node vi which has the lowest EST. Ties are
broken by selecting the node with a higher static b-level. Schedule node vi to a
corresponding processor without applying the insertion approach.

3. Update the ready queue with those nodes whose dependencies are met after vi is
scheduled.

4. If the ready queue is not empty, go to step 2.

The time complexity of the algorithm is O(pv2) (see proof in [Hwa+89]).
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3.4 HEFT algorithm
HEFT (Heterogeneous earliest time first)[THW02] represents a family of algorithms
for heterogeneous systems. This class of algorithms is widespread in state-of-the-art
distributed systems.

Given heterogeneity, computation of b-levels or t-levels has no sense anymore, because
the longest path in a graph does not characterize upper limit of a schedule length. Thus,
HEFT uses another metric.

First, the computation and communication costs of the jobs are aggregated into a
single value, to simplify the ordering of the nodes in the priority queue. I introduce the
mean computation costs of a node vi as:

wi =

Pp
j=1w(vi; j)

p
:

The mean communication costs of a node vi are:

ci;j = L+
datai;j

B
;

where L is the average communication latency and B is the average bandwidth of all
processors in the system. Most of the parameters defined in Section 2.1.1 are calculated
in the same way, but with respect to which processors run specific node and which
communication channels are used.

To arrange nodes in a priority list, the algorithm uses for each node an upward rank. It
is important to note, that nodes are ordered by upward rank are also ordered topologically.
The upward rank is defined as:

r(vi) =

8<
:
wi + max

vj2succ(vi)
(ci;j + r(vj)); if succ(vi) 6= ;

wi; if succ(vi) = ;

The algorithm steps are the following:

1. Arrange nodes in a priority queue according to their nonincreasing order of upward
ranks. Ties are broken arbitrarily;

2. Pop the first node from the priority queue and compute the EFT for each processor,
using the insertion approach;

3. Schedule the node to the processor with the earliest finish time for this node.

4. If the priority queue is not empty, go to step 2.

The HEFT algorithm has O(v � p) complexity. For a dense graph where the number
of edges is proportional to O(v2), the time complexity is O(v2 � p).

To make good comparison with the next algorithm, I provide an example from
Bittencourt, Sakellariou, and Madeira [BSM10]. The goal is to schedule an application
whose DAG is presented in Figure 3.1. Figure 3.1a shows an example application which
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(a) Task precedence graph of a parallel ap-
plication.

P1 P2 P3
v1 20 40 30
v2 30 45 30
v3 35 35 65
v4 15 25 35
v5 30 50 55
v6 45 30 60
v7 15 25 20
v8 15 20 25
v9 35 70 75

(b) Parameters of the heterogeneous system
required to schedule this parallel appli-
cation.

Figure 3.1: An example of a parallel application for a heterogeneous system.

v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 v8 v9
wi 30 35 45 25 45 45 20 20 60

(a) Mean weights of nodes.
v1 v4 v2 v3 v5 v6 v7 v8 v9

r(vi) 356 268 252 246 244 170 158 87 60
(b) Priority list of node ranks (left is the top).

v1 v4 v2 v3 v5 v6 v7 v8 v9
EFT1(vi) 20 35 65 100 130 145 186 193 269
EFT2(vi) 40 125 96 174 87 229 149 205 291
EFT3(vi) 30 135 81 135 92 259 165 154 309
Processor p1 p1 p1 p1 p2 p1 p2 p3 p1

(c) Scheduling steps according to the HEFT algorithm.

Table 3.1: Metrics used by the HEFT algorithm.

I are going to schedule. Table 3.1 shows how many timeunits each nodes requires on
each of available processors.

For the sake of simplicity we assume communication costs to be homogeneous, all the
communication channels have unit bandwidth and introduce zero latency, thus we can
assume already that ci;j is given by the edge weights in Figure 3.1a. The computed wi

are given in Table 3.1a. Computed upward rank r(vi) is given in Table 3.1b.
When the priority list is created, the scheduler start assigning nodes to processors. At

each step HEFT assigns a node to the processor, which allows the earliest finish time,
as described above. The process of assignment is traced in Table 3.1c. In this table
steps of execution go from left to right. EFTj(vi) shows the EFT of a node vi on the
processor pj . The row labeled processor shows to which processor the scheduler decided
to schedule this node.
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Figure 3.2: Parallel application scheduled by HEFT algorithm.

The schedule produced by a HEFT algorithm is presented in Figure 3.2.

3.5 Lookahead HEFT algorithm
An extension of the classical HEFT algorithm was proposed by Bittencourt, Sakellariou,
and Madeira in [BSM10]. The original Lookahead algorithm model experienced a
major simplification in this thesis, because I consider Lookahead here in the context of
homogeneous system model. Thus one can argue that under different conditions this
algorithm could have shown different performance in comparison to the other algorithms.

To understand the benefits of the proposed extension, let us consider first the schedule
from the previous section. As it turns out, if node v7 is scheduled to processor p1, the
makespan of the application would be smaller. This happens because the communication
costs between nodes v9 and v7 introduce a big delay, which delays the start of node v9.
These delays are bigger than the computation costs of node v7 itself.

Unfortunately classical HEFT can’t foresee such an outcome, because in the scheduling
phase it considers only one node at a time, ignoring any consequences of such a decision.
As stated by Bittencourt, Sakellariou, and Madeira, minor search space expansion can
introduce a significant benefit in scheduling efficiency. The idea of considering several
nodes at a time, trying to predict the consequences of next scheduling decision was called
Lookahead.

There are four variants of the lookahead algorithm proposed in the paper [BSM10].
I am going to introduce all of them, but first start with the basic one, which is called
Lookahead. The idea is the following. Assume that the node vi is the current one. The
goal is to minimize the maximum EFT among all vi’s children on all processors where
the current node is probed. The scheduling steps are the following.

1. Arrange nodes in a priority list according to their upward rank (as in HEFT);
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2. Remember the current scheduling state;

3. Take the top node vt from the priority queue and schedule it to processor pi;

4. Calculate the EFT for all the children of node vt, assuming it is scheduled on
processor p(vt) and determine the maximum finishing time among all these children
(CFT)

CFTpi(vt) = max(fEFT (vj)jvj 2 succ(vt)g);

5. Return to the scheduling state as in step 2;

6. If the node vt has not yet been tried on all processors, return to step 2 and try it
on another processor.

7. Schedule vt on processor pi such that CFTpi(vt) < CFTpj (vt); 8pj 2 P; pi 6= pj

It can happen in step 4 that the children of the task vt have other unmet dependencies
to the point when the task vt is scheduled, besides the dependency to vt. If this is the
case, the children can’t be scheduled just after the node vt. To overcome this, when
the algorithm computes the earliest finishing time of the children, it considers only the
current state of the schedule and assumes there are no further unmet dependencies.
In this sense the Lookahead algorithm is rather optimistic, because it estimates CFT
ignoring any further delays that may arise due to any unscheduled nodes.

Bittencourt, Sakellariou, and Madeira proposed a second approach to estimate the
earliest finishing time of the children. They noticed that sometimes children could
have a higher priority, because they are on the critical path. Because of this higher
priority, children could be treated in a different way. Such a method of CFT estimation
is called Lookahead with weighted average EFT. Instead of taking the maximum EFT,
the CFTp(vt)(vt) is computed as follows.

CFTpi(vt) =

X
vj2succ(vt)

r(vj) � EFT (vj)

X
vj2succ(vt)

EFT (vj)
;

where pi is the processor where vt is attempted to be scheduled.
An extension of the basic Lookahead algorithm is presented in the same paper. It

attempts to improve scheduling performance by increasing the search space. If the two
top nodes of the priority queue are independent of each other, the scheduler attempts to
swap them and compare the schedules when the top node is scheduled first and when the
top node is scheduled second. The idea of this extension is based on an observation that
changing the scheme for rank computation, or even combining different ranks, may give
better performance [SZ04a; ZS03] of the scheduler. Since rank computation may change
priority ranks only to a limited extent (at least topological order should be preserved),
Bittencourt, Sakellariou, and Madeira assumed that small changes in priority order also
can bring an improvement.
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The steps of the complete algorithm are as follows:

1. Arrange nodes in a priority list according to their upward rank (as in HEFT);

2. Remember the current scheduling state;

3. If the second top node does not depend on the top node in the priority queue,
create a supplementary priority queue L of children of the top node, the second
top node, and the children of the second top node.

L = succ(vt) [ vs [ succ(vs);

where vs is the second top node in the main priority queue. If vs depends on vt,
create L only out of the children of the top node.

4. Take the top node vt from the priority queue and schedule it to the processor pi;

5. Calculate the EFT for all nodes in the queue L and determine the maximum
finishing time among all the children (CFT)

CFTpi(vt) = max(fEFT (vj)jvj 2 succ(vt)g);

6. Return to the schedule state as in step 2;

7. If the node vt hasn’t been tried on all the processors, return to step 2 and try it
on another processor.

8. Restore the scheduling state from step 2.

9. Swap the top and second top nodes in the priority queue and repeat the steps 2–8.
If vs depends on vt, this step is skipped.

10. Schedule the node with the lowest CFTpi(vj), where vj is one of the two top nodes
and pi is the processor which allows lowest CFT for a given node.

As with the basic variant of Lookahead, the weighted CFT can be used.
An example of schedule of an application with the DAG shown in Figure 3.1a is

presented in Figure 3.3.

3.6 Horizon algorithm
In Section 2.5.3 I described the general principles of Horizon schedulers. Here I detail a
particular implementation, which has been done as part of this thesis.

The algorithm description is given in Figure 3.4. This algorithm is an attempt to
reduce the full-ahead algorithms to the Horizon model. At each step of execution, the
scheduler the considers DAG in the horizon in the same way as it is considered by a
full-ahead algorithm. Scheduling at each step consists of creating a priority queue of the
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Figure 3.3: Parallel application scheduled by Lookahead HEFT algorithm.

schedulable nodes. To create the priority queue, as with full-ahead algorithms, various
metrics can be used: t-level, b-level, difference between t-level and b-level, ALAP and
others. My experiments did not reveal a big difference, but ALAP seemed to be the
better one.

After the priority queue is created, each schedulable node is assigned to the processor,
which allows earliest possible finishing time. Processor allocations which were made
during previous iterations should be taken into account to avoid interference. In this
context scheduling of one big DAG is reduced to scheduling of many small DAGs.

Operation Schedule in Line 22 can be implemented in two ways. The first way is to
allocate time on a processor at the end of the processor’s schedule. An alternative is to
use the insertion approach and allocate time for the job in the processor’s schedule as
early as possible. The insertion approach has a higher computational complexity, but
enables better scheduling towards the end, thus I have chosen the insertion approach in
my evaluation.

Figure 3.5 shows a schedule of the DAG in Figure 2.1. States of the scheduler are
shown in Table 3.2. The depth is assumed to be equal to 2.

In the example, communication between the jobs v10 and v11 cannot start immediately
after the job v10 finishes. First time when it is possible to allocate time slot for such a
communication operation, after the job v10 finishes is it t = 110.

Table 3.2 shows that the scheduler is invoked only 4 times. This happens because after
v5 finishes, all unfinished jobs appear in the horizon. This allows Horizon to schedule
the rest of the DAG all at once.

3.6.1 Complexity analysis
The algorithm complexity can be found by combining complexities of all parts of the
algorithms. These parts are the loop in Lines 1–3, the loop in Lines 5–11, the sort
operation in Line 12, and finally the loop in Lines 13–23.
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Require: Depth � 1
Require: Horizon horizon within depth Depth

Require: Processors set of processors
Require: Horizon has just changed

1: for vi 2 Revtop(Horizon(Depth)) do
2: blevel(vi) max(blevel(vj) + w(ei;j) j vj 2 (children(vi) \Horizon)) + w(vi)
3: end for
4: CP  max(blevel(vi) j vi 2 Horizon)
5: for vi 2 Revtop(Horizon(Depth)) do
6: if children(vi) \Horizon = ; then
7: ALAP (vi) CP � w(vi)
8: else
9: ALAP (vi) min(ALAP (vj)�w(ei;j) j vj 2 (children(vi)\Horizon))�w(vi)

10: end if
11: end for
12: Schedulable SortALAP (vi j parents(vi) � Horizon)
13: for vi 2 Schedulable do
14: WSmin  ;
15: EFTmin  1
16: for wsj  Processors do
17: if EFT (vi; wsj) < EFTmin then
18: WSmin  wsj
19: EFTmin  EFT (vi; wsj)
20: end if
21: end for
22: Schedule(vi;WSmin)
23: end for

Figure 3.4: Horizon scheduling algorithm.
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Time Job ALAP Pi
0 Horizon: v1; v2; v5

v1 0 P1
v2 40 P1
v5 50 P2

10 Horizon: v2; v3; v6; v5; v10
v6 0 P2
v3 10 P1
v10 20 P3

30 Horizon: v3; v4; v6; v7; v8; v10; v11
v4 40 P1
v8 50 P2
v7 60 P3

50 Horizon: v4; v6; v7; v8; v9; v10; v11; v12
v9 110 P2
v11 160 P2
v12 200 P2

Table 3.2: States of the scheduler, which schedules the DAG from Figure 2.1.

Before continuing with the complexity analysis of the aforementioned parts of the
algorithm, I need to prove the following lemmas.

Lemma 3.6.1. If the unscheduled DAG depth is less than or equal to the Depth,
Horizon(Depth) will schedule the DAG in one invocation of the algorithm given in
Figure 3.4.

Proof. If a DAG has depth less than or equal to Depth, all jobs are present in the
Horizon. This means that there is no job within the horizon, which depends on a job,
which is not part of horizon. Hence, all the jobs within the horizon are schedulable. If
all the jobs are schedulable, the Horizon algorithm will schedule all of them, like any
full-ahead algorithm.

Before the next lemma, I introduce DAG from Figure 3.6. This DAG represents
the worst-case scenario for the Horizon scheduler with depth d. Unfortunately, it was
impossible to show all edges of the DAG, thus only some of them are depicted. The worst
case DAG has an outgoing edge from every node to every descendant node. Exceptions
are the nodes with indices v0d; v02�d; : : : ; v0n�d. These nodes have only one ingoing edge each
from nodes with indices vd; v2�d; : : : ; vn�d, respectively.

Lemma 3.6.2. If the unscheduled DAG depth is bigger than Depth and the number of unscheduled
jobs is also bigger than Depth, at least Depth jobs are schedulable.

Proof. Consider the DAG from Figure 3.6. When the program starts, the horizon is
filled up with all the nodes, except the nodes v0d; v02�d; : : : ; v0n�d. In the beginning only d

nodes are schedulable, because all the prime nodes are out of the horizon and any node
with index bigger than d� 1 depends on a node, which is out of the horizon.
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Figure 3.5: Schedule example by the Horizon algorithm.

When node v1 is finished, node v0d appears in the horizon. This turns the nodes
vd+1; : : : ; v2�d into schedulable nodes. Together with node v0d d schedulable nodes appear.

Next time the horizon changes only when the node vd+1 finishes. At this point the
node v02�d appears in the horizon. Similar to the previous iteration, d nodes become
schedulable. And so forth and so on until the whole DAG is scheduled.

If the worst case DAG has any additional edge, this edge can end in a v0id node, because
other nodes are already in the horizon and have the maximal possible number of ingoing
edges. Without loss of generality assume the edge is added from a vi; (i = 1 : : : d� 1) to
the v0d. This makes the shortest path from the root to the node v0d shorter than Depth.
In this case v0d appears in the horizon and becomes schedulable. Together with the v0d
the nodes vd+1; : : : ; v2�d also become schedulable. In the result the scheduler schedules
2 � d+ 1 nodes at once.

Taking into account that each time at least Depth nodes are scheduled, the Horizon
algorithm will be invoked at most v

d
times.

The complexity of the loop 1–3 depends on the number of the children every job has.
In the worst case scenario the top job has O(v) children. Each descendant has one child
less. The jobs vd; : : : ; vn�d introduce a constant mistake and does not change the picture.
The last job has only 1 child. Thus, in the beginning the complexity of this loop can be
calculated according to the following formula.

T (v) =
O(v) + 1

2
�O(v) = O(v2)

In the beginning, the horizon contains almost all the jobs and after each invocation
of the scheduling algorithm at least Depth of them are scheduled. This mean that the
complexity of the loop will decrease with each invocation. Using the formula of the sum
of arithmetic series, the complexity of the loop 1–3 is the following.
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Figure 3.6: Worst case DAG. N. B. Not all edges are shown. Dashed nodes are not in
the horizon.

T (v) =
O(v2) + 1

2
�
v

d
= O(

v3

d
)

The same reasoning applies to the loop 5–11.
The complexity of the sort operation in line 12 is calculated, assuming that the number

of jobs to be scheduled is Depth all the time. The complete complexity of the sort
operation through all the invocations of the algorithm is the following.

T (v) = O(
v

d
� d log d) = O(v log d)

The loop 13–23 is invoked once for every job, resulting in v iterations in total through
all invocations of the scheduling algorithm. The loop body contains an inner loop and
an operation which allocates a time slot in the processor’s schedule. The complexity of
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Require: Depth � 1
Require: Ready  list of ready nodes
Require: Processors set of processors

1: while Ready 6= ; do
2: vmin  v0
3: pmin  p0
4: for vi 2 Ready do
5: for pi 2 Processors do
6: if EFT (vi; pi) < EFTmin then
7: vmin  vi
8: pmin  pi
9: end if

10: end for
11: end for
12: Schedule(vmin; pmin)
13: Ready  Ready n vmin

14: end while

Figure 3.7: Greedy scheduling algorithm.

the latter operation is equivalent to determining the EFT, thus the complexity of the
inner loop dominates over the complexity of the Schedule operation.

The complexity of the EFT operation is equal to O(v), because every gap between
each two pairs of scheduled jobs should be probed. The total complexity of the last loop
is following.

T (v) = O(v) � p � v = O(v2 � p)

The overall algorithm complexity comprises the complexities of the loops 1–3, 5–11,
13–23, and the sort operation at line 12, which is following:

T (v; d; p) = O(v2 � p) +O(v log d) +O(
v3

d
) = O(v2 � p) +O(

v3

d
)

The first and the last loops have the highest asymptotic complexity, they also determine
the complexity of the whole algorithm.

3.7 Greedy algorithm
Greedy algorithm is a very simple implementation of a just-in-time algorithm, which was
mainly used for comparison with other algorithms. Its algorithm is given in Figure 3.7.
It is assumed, that the schedule operation attempts to append nodes at the end of the
processors’ time line. The goal of the algorithm is to find pairs of processor and ready
job, which allows the earliest finishing time, whenever there appear any number of ready
jobs.
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The complexity analysis of this algorithm is quite simple. The while loop always takes
v iterations. The outer for loop requires a number of iterations, which is equal to the
ready set. The inner for loop requires a number of iterations, which is equal to the
number of processors.

The worst case complexity shows up, when all jobs are ready from the beginning. In
this situation, in the first iteration of the while loop, v iterations of the outer for loop
are required. In the second iteration of the while loop, v � 1 iterations of outer for loop
are required, and so on, until the ready queue gets empty. In total, the inner for loop
will be executed

v + 1

2
� v =

v2 + v

2

times.
The schedule operation and EFT determination takes the same amount of time. Both

of these operations check only the end of processor’s time line, thus both of these
operations have constant asymptotic complexity.

The total algorithm complexity is equal to the number of times the inner loop is
invoked multiplied by the complexity of the inner loop.

T (v; p) =
v2 + v

2
� p � 1 = O(v2 � p):

In the next section, I evaluate the performance of the algorithms presented here.
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4 Evaluation

This section shows the comparison of the algorithms from Section 3. Two main aspects
are analyzed: performance and robustness. The comparison is done by scheduling various
DAGs and measuring the speedup, which every algorithm can provide.

Section 4.1 describes the DAGs, which are used for the comparison. Section 4.2 shows
comparison of the algorithms in regard to their performance. Section 4.3 shows the
comparison in regard to their robustness. Section 4.4 explains some of the patterns
which were discovered during the evaluation. Section 4.5 summarizes the results of the
evaluation.

4.1 Benchmark applications description
Two types of graphs were evaluated. Graphs of the first type are traced graphs. Their
structure and cost estimation was acquired by gathering run-time information about real
parallel program execution. The second type represents generated random graphs.

4.1.1 Traced graphs
The comparison of scheduling algorithms using traced task graphs is common in re-
search [Sin+08; Can+08]. Such evaluations balance between being realistic and being
reproducible. The comparison is realistic because the structure of an application is taken
from a real-world scenario. It is also reproducible because one can schedule the same
DAG using a different algorithm.

Traced graphs for this particular evaluation were collected from a set of HPC-
applications. They have different structure, sometimes very simple. However, they
show how an algorithm could behave under real-world workload.

The applications for evaluation were taken from a distribution of the StarPU parallel
programming framework [Aug+11]. This distribution contains examples of parallel
application, which can be run by this framework. The descriptions of applications are as
follows:

• Application mult is a simple implementation of a blocked matrix multiplication.
Its DAG consists of 16 independent pipelines, resulting in 160 jobs in total. An
example of the structure is shown in Figure 4.1.

• Application lu is an implementation of LU matrix decomposition. Its DAG
structure has a high level of parallelism in the beginning, decreasing closer to the
end. Another pattern of this DAG is that segments with high level of parallelism
are interleaved with segments with lower level of parallelism. The DAG used for
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Figure 4.1: Example of mult structure.
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Figure 4.2: Example of pipeline structure.

the evaluation contains 1496 jobs. An example with its DAG structure is shown in
Figure 4.3.

• Application heat has the same structure as lu. In fact, it uses the same LU matrix
decomposition, but tuned for a particular purpose. However, it differs from lu in
the computation cost estimations. An example showing a DAG structure of this
application is depicted in Figure 4.3, the same as lu application.

• Application cholesky is an implementation of Cholesky matrix decomposition.
Its DAG structure somewhat similar to the structure of the lu and the heat
applications. The DAG used for evaluation has 816 jobs.

• Application pipeline consist of series of iterations. Each iteration multiplies two
vectors and sums them up. Its DAG structure is very similar to the structure of
the mult application. The structure of pipeline application is given in Figure 4.2.
The total number of jobs in this application is 1024.

• Application stencil is an example which shows a basic model within the StarPU
framework. The application structure resembles so-called nearest neighbor com-
munication pattern. The DAG contains 6144 jobs. The structure is shown in the
Figure 4.4.
Application stencil is very communication intensive. The structure of the DAG
can be seen as an N �N matrix. Execution goes from top to bottom. For each
row, a job in the i-th column has two outgoing dependencies to a column i � 1
and to a column i+ 1. In the end every job of the last row transitively depends on
every job from the first row.
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Figure 4.3: Example of an application for LU or Cholesky matrix decomposition.

The framework provides computation costs for all applications, but unfortunately only
the average values for each job type are available. As a result, I assigned each job a
value corresponding to this job’s type.

4.1.2 Generated graphs
Evaluation with randomly generated graphs is a common way to compare algorithms
in research [KA99a; Can+08; THW02]. In comparison to traced graph, this approach
cannot show how an algorithm would behave in real world scenarios. But the experiments
with randomly generated graphs allow to try out a greater variety of DAG structures,
which contributes to the completeness of evaluation.

Within the scope of this master thesis, a task graph generator was developed. Its
core idea was inspired by Kwok’s random generator with optimal solutions [KA99a].
My generator does not guarantee to produce a schedule with a known optimal solution
because I do not use optimal solutions in my evaluation.

First the DAG generator allocates chunks of equal range on each of N processors,
so-called timelines. Next, each timeline is split into a random number of chunks of
random size. The length of each chunk denotes the computation costs of a corresponding
job. Afterwards, pairs of strictly ordered jobs are randomly connected.

The generator has several parameters, which influence the structure of the resulting
DAG. Number of processors PROCESSORS determines the initial number of timelines.
Number TASKS divided by the number of processors is used as an upper bound to
generate number of chunks for each timeline. The number of dependencies in the graph
is leveraged using parameter FANOUT. Parallelism level can be configured using parameter
MAXDIST. Higher parameter values allow for higher parallelism of the DAG.
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Figure 4.4: Structure of stencil application. Start and end nodes are skipped for the
sake of brevity.

Name PROCESSORS TASKS FANOUT MAXDIST Jobs
gen 4 3000 6 7 1147

gen wide 4 3000 6 15 2062
gen64 64 4000 6 7 2110

Table 4.1: Parameters used for DAG evaluation.

There were three different DAGs generated for the evaluation. Their parameters are
given in Table 4.1. The actual number of jobs is given in the last column, because it is
different from the value of the TASKS parameter.

4.1.3 Communication costs
Communication costs estimation is identical for traced and generated graphs. For both
cases communication costs are generated. The main reason why it is done for traced
graphs is an unavailability of traced communication costs. Although communication
costs generation makes the evaluation less realistic, it is more convenient in certain
cases. Generation of communication costs allows to easily test graphs with a different
relation of communication costs to computation costs. This parameter is an important
characteristic of a parallel program and it varies for different applications.

Communication costs are generated in a following way. First, an average computation
cost of a job in a DAG is computed. This value is multiplied with communication to com-
putation ration (CCR). The result is the communication cost for a single communication
operation.
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4.2 Performance evaluation
I start my evaluation by investigating how the horizon algorithm behaves depending
on the value of the depth parameter. The experiment goes as follows. The simulator
executes a given DAG using the Horizon scheduler with specific depth. As a performance
metric I use the finish time of the end node, which is the length of critical path.

After influence of the depth of the horizon on the performance is studied, the Horizon
algorithm is compared against other state of the art algorithms.

4.2.1 Horizon depth evaluation
The simulation is done for each application separately, varying the number of processors
and the CCR value. Task assignment obligates simulator to be operable on single and
multiple concurrently running applications. The simulator is capable of scheduling several
DAGs together. Experiments show that co-scheduling allows for better performance
than sequential scheduling in most cases. But such gain was expected and no other
non-trivial results were noticed. For this reason experiments with co-scheduling are not
presented within the scope of this master thesis.

Experimentation has shown that most of the DAGs exhaust parallelization capabilities
with more than 32 processors. For this reason the simulation has been made for all the
experiments with 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64 processors.

Three CCR values were taken: 0:1, 1, and 10. These values were chosen since they show
symmetric distribution of communication and computation costs. An argument to use
these particular values is their prior occurrences in the research [KA99a]. Additionally I
was told in a private conversation that the measurements of physical systems graphs
in the Modellica language done within the HPC-OM project [HPC] have shown CCR
values to be in range from 0:002 to 12.

Not for all the experiments the same attention was paid within the scope of this
master thesis, because their results are often similar to the results of other experiments.
The summary of all experiments is given in Table 4.2. The table shows speedup of an
application in comparison to the speed of sequential execution. For each combination
of application and CCR, best and worst speedup are shown for 64 processors. Selected
experiments are described further in this section.

First, DAG of a mult application was tested. This DAG has very simple structure
because each job has at most one child. This DAG parallelizes very well up to 16
processors. With more processors speedup does not increase. The limit is reached
because the DAG contains only 16 independent pipelines which cannot run in parallel on
their own. CCR value does not change the situation, because there is no inter processor
communication.

Application lu has a much more complicated structure, which makes scheduling a
non-trivial task. Set up with low communication costs, the horizon algorithm shows
speedup close to linear: speedup reaches up to 1:97 times for 2 processors and 3:8 for 4
processor. When number of processors increases, speedup grows slower. With maximal
number of processors, which is 64, the best achieved speedup is 22:8.
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DAG CCR Depth Speedup DAG CCR Depth Speedup

lu

0:1
8 22:83

gen

0:1
8 10:7

2 20:62 1,2,4 10:63

1:0
8 18:06

1:0
8 10:01

2 15:25 1 9:75

10:0
2 4:53

10:0
8 20:03

1 3:89 1 1:82

heat

0:1
8 5:17

gen wide

0:1
8 26:71

1 5:09 1 25:99

1:0
8 4:82

1:0
8 25:47

1 4:69 1 21:93

10:0
8 3:03

10:0
8 6:64

2 2:69 2 6:19

cholesky

0:1
8 16:6

stencil

0:1
1 57:23

2 15:31 2 54:45

1:0
8 13:05

1:0
1 33:06

2 11:4 4 29:42

10:0
8 2:8

10:0
1 7:5

4 2:6 8 7:21

pipeline
0:1

8 22:61

gen64

0:1
8 63:81

2 22:47 2 56:39
1:0 any1 17:08

1:0
8 59:75

10:0 any 14:08 2 52:13
mult 0:1; 1; 10 any 16

10:0
8 11:52
1 9:9

Table 4.2: Summary for horizon depth evaluation.

Considering the experiment with CCR = 0:1 (see Figure 4.5), with the higher number
of processors difference between different depth levels becomes more visible. For example,
if the number of processors is equal to 4, Horizon algorithm performs the worst with
depth equal 2, showing 3:7 times speedup. With depth equal 8 and the same number of
processors the speedup is 3:8. This results only in less than 3% performance gain with
increasing depth from 1 to 8. But with 64 processors difference between best and worse
schedule reaches more than 10% difference.

The tendency holds when communication and computation costs are equal (see Fig-
ure 4.5). With 4 processors best schedule is only 7% better than the worst one. Whereas
with 64 processors difference reaches 18% percent.

The trend breaks with CCR equal 10. While with 64 processors difference between
the best and the worst depth is close to the results of previous experiments (16%), low
number of processors shows different picture. With 2 and 4 processors the schedule
actually becomes slower than with 1. I call this effect communication burst problem.
1 Depth of 1, 2, 4 and 8 were tested.
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Figure 4.5: Horizon scheduler with application lu. Different graphs are for different CCR
values.

It reappears in many subsequent experiments. It’s detailed explanation is given in
Section 4.4.1.
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Figure 4.6: Horizon scheduler with application stencil. Different graphs are for different
CCR values.

Other applications show very similar behavior. Among them extreme communication
sensitivity show applications stencil and gen64. With CCR = 0:1 and 64 processors
their speedup reaches 57:23 and 63:80 correspondingly. These applications have a lot of
communication dependencies (16127 and 7231 correspondingly) and they are extremely
sensitive to increase in communication costs. Such, when CCR grows up to ten, best
possible speedup with 64 processors reaches only 11:52 times for gen64 application and
only 7:5 for stencil application.

If the DAG structure favors, increase in depth level allows to achieve the best per-
formance. In the best case the DAG for lu application scheduled on 64 processors
with CCR equal to 0:1 was 18:4% faster in the best case, than in the worst case. In
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the absolute majority of the cases, including this particular one, the highest gain was
achieved with depth equal to 8.

Horizon−8 Horizon−4 Horizon−2 Horizon−1

Horizon−1
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Figure 4.7: Aggregated comparison of Horizon with different depth.

Surprisingly, with 64 processors, Horizon with depth 2 had a smaller speedup more
often, than horizon with depth 1. The reasons why this has happened and if it is
necessary for Horizon-2 to have higher performance, than Horizon-1 are left for future
work.

Horizon with depth 1 has a property knowing the same exact information as any
just-in-time algorithm. Thus, although its implementation stays the same, it can be
characterized as just-in-time algorithm.

The aggregated comparison results for all the experiments are shown in Figure 4.7.
In the same experiment the schedule length produced by each algorithm is pairwise
compared for each combination of the initial conditions. The initial conditions comprise
application type, number of processors and CCR. If one algorithm produces shorter
schedule than the second one, it is considered better in this particular experiment. In
other words, the algorithms are ranked according to their schedule length, within the
same experiment.

In the end the better algorithm has better schedules more frequently. For example,
Figure 4.7 shows that in 117 experiments Horizon-8 produced better schedule, than
Horizon-4. On the other hand Horizon-4 were better only in 23 experiments. In 22
experiments schedule lengths turned out to be equal. Experiments with 1 processor were
omitted, because in this case schedule length always equals to total computation costs
and does not depend on the scheduler.

4.2.2 Comparative analysis of the algorithms
Experiments in this section are done similarly to the experiments from the previous
section. The only difference is that instead of running algorithms using the same
scheduler, various schedulers are used. When I mention the Horizon algorithm in relation
to other algorithms, I assume the Horizon algorithm with depth 8.
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Figure 4.8: Scheduling heat application using different algorithms. Different graphs are
for different CCR values.

Tendencies discovered for the Horizon scheduler are very similar for other schedulers
as well. Speedup bound also turned out to be not only the property of the scheduler, but
also it is the property of the application structure. Applications which allowed higher
parallelism for the Horizon scheduler allowed higher parallelism for other schedulers as
well.

Communication cost sensitivity is peculiar to all the algorithms. One of the most
outstanding examples is the heat application, which is shown in Figure 4.8. Even when
the CCR is low, the highest achievable speedup with 64 processors reached nearly five
times. When CCR reaches 10 times the maximal speedup drops to 3.65 times.

As with the Horizon algorithm, some applications with high CCR run faster with
single processor, than with 2 and 4 processors. When CCR equals to 1, slowdown, if
exists, is observed mostly for 2 processor systems. But with CCR equal to 10, slowdown
even with 4 processor becomes frequent.
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Figure 4.9: Scheduling stencil application using different algorithms. Different graphs
are for different CCR values.
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Depending on the application type, the Horizon algorithm is either slower than
full-ahead algorithms, or it has comparable performance. Figure 4.8 shows an application
when Horizon algorithm significantly slower in most of the situations with CCR equal to
0:1 or 1. But with CCR equal to 10 its performance degrades less than the performance
of full-ahead algorithms.

Scheduling of such highly parallel application, like stencil, allows Horizon to show
competitive performance in comparison to full-ahead algorithms. Figure 4.9 shows
how the Horizon algorithm performance relates to the other algorithm. Although the
Horizon algorithm maintains the trend of the other algorithms, it produces slightly
longer schedules, when CCR is low. But when CCR is high, overall degradation blurs
the difference completely.
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Figure 4.10: Aggregated comparison of the algorithms.

The aggregated comparison presented in Figure 4.10 shows that the best performing
are the full-ahead ones. HLFET is the simplest full-ahead algorithm, which is studied in
this master thesis. It turned out to be only slightly better than the Horizon algorithm:
HLFET has produced shorter schedule than Horizon in 69 experiments and Horizon
produced the shorter schedule in 68 experiments.
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The main difference of the other three full-ahead algorithms is that they use insertion
approach (see Section 2.6.1). I assume that this is the main factor which allowed ETF,
MCP and LHEFT algorithms to outperform the HLFET.

The comparison of the MCP and Horizon algorithms gives relatively high number of
experiments where these algorithms produced schedules with equal length. The reason
for this phenomena can be the fact that both these algorithms use the ALAP metric
to order the jobs in the ready queue. The difference is that MCP orders all jobs at
once, whereas Horizon orders only the subset of the jobs. But the similarity in these
algorithms still seems to bring the high number of equal results.

Although Figure 4.10 does not show how big the difference is in each concrete experi-
ment, it still supports the aforementioned thought that the performance potential of the
Horizon algorithm lies between full-ahead algorithms and just-in-time algorithms.

4.3 Robustness evaluation
In this series of experiments I study the impact of imprecise cost estimation upon
the overall performance of the algorithm. To simulate such a situation I change the
communication and computation costs of the jobs when I set up jobs for execution. I
expect full-ahead schedulers to show higher degradation because they are doomed to
work with wrong cost estimations without any chance to correct their mistake.

On the other hand, a just-in-time algorithm should be able to adapt to wrong infor-
mation better, because it is able to learn the actual computation and computation costs
of a job, when it finishes its execution. The Horizon scheduler should be somewhere
in between, because it is able to learn actual cost information, but it cannot change
job-to-processor assignment once the decision is taken.

The actual cost value is generated based on cost estimations, which are known in
advance. The degree of imprecision of cost estimations is leveraged by coefficient of
variation (CV). The coefficient of variation is a standardized measure of dispersion. It is
defined as follows.

CV =
�

�
;

where � is standard deviation, � is the mean. Coefficient of variation is a parameter
of the experiment. The mean value is set to be the value of the original cost estimation.
The standard deviation is calculated as CV � �.

Actual cost values are generated using Gaussian distribution function before the
scheduler invocation, so that all the schedulers schedule identical graphs with the same
job costs for corresponding jobs. Since Gaussian distribution can generate very high and
very low numbers, the values, which do not fit in the range [0:01 � �; 1:99 � �], are denied
and the cost generation is attempted again.

The robustness of the algorithm is the higher, the less the resulting schedule slows down
in the presence of imprecise cost estimations. Figure 4.11 shows how schedule length
changed after imprecise cost estimations had been introduced. For each experiment the
bars show if the scheduler managed to generate faster or slower schedule after execution
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Figure 4.11: Change in rank among all schedulers in presence of imprecise cost estimation.
Different graphs show change for different coefficient of variation.

experienced cost fluctuations. Although mean value of a job cost stays the same, all
the schedules become slower in most of the cases. The number of slowdowns increased
further with increased coefficient of variation.

Still, some of the algorithms suffer less than the others. It is clearly visible, that
Greedy algorithm manages to achieve more speedups than others. And it slows down
more seldom than others as well. This effect was expected, as it was mentioned in the
beginning of the section.
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Figure 4.12: Application gen64 is tolerant to inaccurate cost estimations.

At the same time, performance degradation in presence of imprecise cost estimations
turns out to be much smaller, if communication costs are low. But still some graph
structures are more prone to suffer from wrong estimations than others. Figure 4.12
shows how application gen64 reacts on imprecise cost estimations. With increase in
coefficient of variation overall performance of all algorithm does not significantly change.
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Figure 4.13: Application stencil is sensitive to inaccurate cost estimations.

Another example is application stencil (see Figure 4.13). It scales very well with
higher number of processors, but when cost estimations become inaccurate the maximal
speedup drops almost twice. The explanation again is the DAG structure. Application
gen64 represents randomly generated graph without any definite structure. Changes in
communication and computation do not break any patterns which are required for high
speedup.

On the other hand the DAG structure of stencil application is very regular. It
consists of many stages of execution. Each next stage depends on many jobs from the
previous stage. Even if very few nodes from the previous stage are delayed, the whole
next stage is delayed as well. The more stages such an application has, the more delays
are accumulated. In the result, overall progress of execution stalls.
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Figure 4.14: Change in rank among all schedulers in presence of imprecise cost estimation.
Different graphs show change for different coefficient of variation.
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Different algorithms have different sensitivity towards an increase in cost estimation
uncertainties. Figure 4.14 shows how algorithm ranking change with different coefficient
of variation. Improvement bar means an improvement in the algorithm ranking in the
major part of the experiments. On the contrary, degradation bar means deterioration in
the algorithm ranking dominated in the major part of the experiments.

No surprise, that three full-ahead algorithms lost their positions, showing bigger
sensitivity towards cost estimation accuracy. It is also straightforward, why Greedy
algorithm has shown the biggest relative improvement.

Horizon algorithm has shown only minor changes in its ranks. With coefficient of
variation equal to 0:1 Horizon algorithm even slightly degraded. It improved its rank
in total in 6 experiments, but degraded in total in 15 experiments. In 11 out of 15
experiments, where Horizon degraded, the position was lost to the Greedy algorithm.

The increase of coefficient of variation up to 1:0 made Horizon lose its rank to the
Greedy algorithm in more experiments. But even bigger degradation of full-ahead
algorithms allowed to maintain overall improvement.

Algorithm HLFET degraded much less, than other full-ahead algorithms which allowed
it to significantly improve its relative positions. The reasons why this could happen I
discuss in detail in Section 4.4.2.

Figure 4.15 shows pairwise comparison of the algorithms when coefficient of variation
equal to 1:0. Greedy algorithm stayed the worst performing algorithm despite of being
the most robust. Also number of the experiments where different schedulers produced
schedules with the same length significantly decreased.

4.4 Results interpretation
Some of the results and patterns discovered during experimentation require additional
explanation. These results are: high level of coincidence in schedule lengths produced by
MCP and Horizon algorithms; performance degradation with bigger number of processor;
high robustness of HLFET algorithm.

I proposed a short reasoning to explain frequent equality of MCP and Horizon schedulers.
Further investigation of this phenomena requires additional experimentation and is left
for future work.

Other two patterns also should be supported by exhaustive evaluation. But in the
scope of this master thesis I propose only some argumentation, which explains why these
patterns occur. This reasoning has to be supported by experiments, but this part is also
left for future work.

4.4.1 Communication burst problem
To understand the communication burst problem, consider a following example. The
goal is to schedule a very simple DAG from Figure 4.16. For the sake of brevity assume
that the scheduler takes ready jobs in random order and schedules them on the processor
which allows earliest start time.

The first job to be scheduled is job v0. Because the schedule is empty yet, the job can
be assigned to any processor. Choose processor p0. Next job is v1. Processor p0 allows
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Figure 4.15: Aggregated comparison of the algorithms with CV = 1:0.

earliest start time w(v0). Processor p1 allows earliest start time 0. Thus, processor p1 is
chosen.

Now, the last job v2 is to be scheduled. This job depends on v0 and v1. If job v2 is
scheduled to the processor p0, EST for v2 is equal to max(w(v0); w(v1)+w(e12)). On the
other hand if job v2 is scheduled to p1, EST for this job is equal to max(w(v1); w(v0) +
w(e02)).

If scheduling is done only with one processor, EST for v2 is equal to w(v0) + w(v1). If
communication costs are low, they can be ignored. In such situation it is easy to achieve
speed up, because

w(v0) + w(v1)

max(w(v0); w(v1))
> 1:

But if communication costs get higher and cannot be ignored anymore, the relation

w(v0) + w(v1)

min(max(w(v0) + w(e02); w(v1));max(w(v1) + w(e12); w(v0)))
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Figure 4.16: Communication burst problem.

is not guaranteed to be bigger than 1. More sophisticated algorithms could require
more complex graph structures to run into the same problem, but the pattern stays
the same. The bigger the fraction of communication costs the more it is expensive to
put jobs, which share descendants, on the different processors. In other words, locality
matters. This effect does not always lead to overall performance degradation. Still with
high number of processors there is a speedup. But it is visible from lu example already,
that the higher the CCR, the lower maximal speedup.

4.4.2 Sparse schedule robustness
Evaluation has shown that not all full-ahead algorithms are equally sensitive to high
accuracy of cost estimations. The algorithm ETF has shown the biggest degradation in
comparison to other algorithms, which was superior to other algorithms when coefficient
of variation was zero.

On the other hand, the algorithm HLFET manages to sustain this adverse factor
better than others. As it was mentioned before, the main distinguishing mark of this
algorithm, is that it does not use insertion approach. This approach is an heuristic,
which allows to build denser schedules, which results in faster execution in the end.

But the evaluation hints that this heuristic could hurt the robustness of the algorithm.
Following is the reasoning, why I think that the insertion approach decreases the
robustness of the algorithm. It is more a motivation to investigate this dependency
further, rather than formal proof of why HLFET is more robust than ETF.

I illustrate my thought with the following example. Consider DAG segment presented
in Figure 4.17a. It is scheduled on two processors and jobs v0, v1 and v2 are already
scheduled. Next job to be scheduled is job v3. Possible time slots are shown as dashed
rectangles in Figure 4.17b. If the scheduler uses the insertion approach, it can put job
v3 to slots v13, v23 and v33.

If the insertion approach is not used, the scheduler attempts to allocate the time slot
only in the end of each processor’s time line. This allows the non-inserting scheduler to
schedule job v3 only to time slots v23 and v33.
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Figure 4.17: Robustness of dense and sparse schedules.

Now consider what happens when the inserting scheduler picks, for example, slot v13
and proceeds. Figure 4.17c shows a possible situation after jobs v4 and v5 are scheduled.
When the application starts execution and it turns out that job v0 runs a bit longer than
it was expected, jobs v2, v3, v4 and v5 are delayed as well.

Assume a non-inserting scheduler chooses to assign job v3 to slot v33. Figure 4.17d
shows a possible schedule state after the scheduler also schedules jobs v4 and v5. Now, if
job v0 executes a bit longer, than it was expected, other jobs are not delayed by v0.

Filling the holes is good for performance, because it allows to schedule subsequent
jobs to an earlier time. But this approach has the higher probability to trigger a chain
reaction, where a delay of one job delays many other subsequent jobs. In this sense using
an insertion approach requires a tradeoff between higher robustness and faster execution.

In the end even with coefficient of variation equal to 1:0 inserting schedulers (ETF,
MCP, LHEFT) turned out to be faster, than non-inserting one (HLFET).
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4.5 Conclusion
The goal of this section was to show how the Horizon algorithm, and the Horizon
scheduling model in general, relates to other known models. Being an intermediate
model, the Horizon model proposes a tradeoff between full-ahead and just-in-time models.

Performance is the first characteristic which was measured. The evaluation has shown
that the Horizon scheduler is able to provide the performance that is mostly lower than
performance of full-ahead algorithms. On the other hand the Horizon scheduler turned
out to show better performance, than the just-in-time algorithm.

The Horizon algorithm can tune its characteristics by changing the depth parameter.
This parameter determines how many jobs the scheduler takes into consideration before
making a decision. Evaluation has shown that an increase of this parameter tends
to improve performance, but small change of this parameters can bring very small
improvement, if any. For example, Horizon with depth 1 turned out to be more often
better than Horizon with depth 2.

Applications have shown different propensity for parallelization, which for the most
applications decreased rapidly with the increase in the fraction of communication costs.
Application appeared to be so much sensitive to communication costs, that sometimes
adding additional processors lead to performance slowdown. This phenomena was
identified as a communication burst problem and described in Section 4.4.1.

The communication burst problem uncovers somewhat counter-intuitive results, be-
cause, according to Amdahl’s law, the major limiting factor for application parallelization
is a high fraction of sequential code. But within macro dataflow model it turns out that
a bigger limiting factor are high communication costs. This factor turns out to be very
significant, even in the system with the network model of fully connected processors.

Another aspect, which was the subject for comparison is an ability of a scheduling
algorithm to produce a schedule, which is tolerant to inaccurate cost estimations. Such
an ability is called robustness.

Just-in-time and Horizon algorithms have a possibility to actualize costs of finished
jobs, because these algorithms run in parallel to an application execution. Full-ahead
algorithms plan everything ahead, and thus have to rely on inaccurate estimations.
Because of this difference full-ahead algorithms turned out to be less robust than
just-in-time and horizon ones.

As an exception, full-ahead HLFET algorithm has shown second highest robustness
among all considered algorithms. This algorithm was the slowest full-ahead algorithm
and even high robustness did not allow HLFET to outperform other full-ahead algorithms.
In Section 4.4.2 I made an attempt to explain the nature of high robustness of this
algorithm.
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5 Conclusion And Outlook

In the scope of this master thesis I have described the Horizon scheduler which is built
as a combination of full-ahead and just-in-time algorithms. The evaluation has proven
the new scheduling model indeed posses intermediate characteristics among state of the
art algorithms.

In this section I make concluding remarks, mention discussion points about short-
comings of my work and sketch out new goals towards further research of the Horizon
model.

The work which was done in the scope of this master thesis includes description of a
new scheduling model, development of a new scheduler, and comparative evaluation of a
new scheduler together with several state of the art algorithms.

The evaluation studied the algorithms with regard to their performance and robustness.
These two qualities turned out to be reversely proportional to each other. The Horizon
algorithm turned out to strike a balance in both these characteristics.

I do not consider this result as outstanding, but my expectation that this model is
beneficial for applications which cannot utilize the better performing full-ahead model.
At the same time a horizon algorithm is generally faster than a just-in-time one.

In this master thesis I propose a scheduling algorithm which is based on the MCP
algorithm. And it turned out that such relation lead to surprisingly high number of
equally long schedules produced by MCP and the Horizon algorithms with the same
experiment. Such significant dynamic is unlikely to be just a coincidence, but still requires
stronger proof to be considered as a fact. It is even more interesting if other full-ahead
algorithms are able to succeed their characteristic to their horizon implementations.

Full-ahead algorithms are able to work in parallel with program execution and create a
schedule on the fly. Unfortunately such implementation of these algorithms was omitted,
but still it is required to make reasonable conclusions about Horizon algorithms.

The communication burst problem revealed an important issue which shows that
communication costs can heavily limit overall performance. This phenomena was
discovered with a very simplistic network model, but it is also expected to be found
in more realistic environments. I simulated an environment which distinguishes only
two types of communication: local and interprocessor. Local communication is free of
charge and has no delays. Interprocessor communication is expensive and can delay an
execution of subsequent jobs.

Many modern systems have a hierarchical topology. Communication costs between
processors within such topology vary in order of magnitude depending on a concrete
placement of this processors. Communication within the same socket is considered to
be very fast because processors from the same socket share local memory. Often such
communication is considered to be local. The next level incorporates processor sharing
the same main board, but residing on different sockets.
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As an example of hierarchical system, consider cluster used for Google file sys-
tem [GGL03]. The finest grain of composition of such system called machine. Machine
consists of a main board with, possibly, several processors. Several machines are put
together in the same rack. Racks are connected between each other and build up a
cluster. Communication within a rack experiences smaller delays than communication
between clusters. General observation is called locality principle and is formulated as
follows: the closer processors are to each other, the more resources they share and the
faster the communication is.

Future work on Horizon model could include how a locality principle and communication
burst problem affect the performance of Horizon schedulers with more sophisticated
network architectures. This can be combined with adding heterogeneity to processor and
network links. These changes to the system model may enable the Horizon scheduler
for a wider area of application and make comparison with Lookahead HEFT [BSM10]
algorithm more sensible.

System model, which I use within the scope of my master thesis models network
contention in communication. This differs from other research [KA99b], but provides
more realistic picture.

Robustness evaluation revealed how different algorithms tolerate fluctuations in compu-
tation and communication costs. Insertion approach has been identified as an instrument
to trade off performance for robustness. But truly robustness oriented algorithms have
not been evaluated.

As another topic for research of the Horizon algorithm, it can be studied in regard to
its fault tolerance. The absence of full-ahead planning suggests that an implementation
of fault tolerance techniques should be easier.

The Horizon algorithm complexity analysis has shown that this algorithm has much
higher asymptotic complexity than both just-in-time and full-ahead algorithms. This
makes it impractical to use for large scale systems. I think that decreasing asymptotic
complexity is the most important direction of future work.

Luckily, locality principle hints that distant communication is very expensive and
can be moved out of scope, when an algorithm makes a scheduling decision. In such
incarnation Horizon algorithm gives up the globally visible horizon and maintains the
local horizons for each processor separately. A local horizon should include not only the
successors of the jobs which run locally, but also the successors of the jobs which run
on neighboring processors. This approach should transform the Horizon scheduler to
something similar to what gossip protocol based load balancers do.

Even if the total complexity is not getting smaller, the complexity burden is to be
distributed among all processors in the system. With this model each processor faces the
complexity for making a scheduling decision which is limited by the depth of lookahead
in the DAG, the number of processors which share scope of their horizon and average
fan out of a job. If the DAG is sparsely connected, which is mostly the case, the Horizon
scheduler can be able to schedule arbitrary size DAGs and maintain performance better
than performance of just-in-time algorithms.

Another promising research direction is a simultaneous scheduling of several applica-
tions (co-scheduling). Although no interesting results were discovered in this work, I
think there is an opportunity to utilize properties of horizon model in co-scheduling. In
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its essence co-scheduling is identical to scheduling of a single DAG, which is built out of
several segments, where each segment represents separate application.

In the simplest scenario all applications start simultaneously. A full-ahead scheduler
can create a schedule for the compound DAG as if it was a single application. But it can
become problematic to create all schedules for all possible combinations of applications.
The solution is to create compound schedule on the fly when set of applications is known,
but initial delay to start the execution can be unacceptable.

If applications are allowed to start suddenly and at an arbitrary time, I see no solution
how a full-ahead scheduler can deal with this situation, except recreating the scheduler
from scratch for the DAG which consists of pending part of already running applications
and the newly appearing application. However, a Horizon scheduler, as well as a
just-in-time scheduler, are able to deal with such situation without any additional delays.

Both aforementioned scenarios can be combined together into one system with dis-
tributed Horizon scheduler, which is able to schedule several applications at once. Such
a system can be considered as an improvement over just-in-time schedulers because
additionally to all the knowledge which is available for just-in-time algorithm, the Horizon
scheduler can benefit from knowing an application structure.

Unfortunately, this model has been examined only in a simulated environment and
there is no strong proof that this model is applicable. But model evaluation done through
simulation, suggests that there is some place for optimism.
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Appendix A

DAG generator

1 #!/ usr / bin /python
2

3 import random
4 import operator
5 from graphviz import Digraph
6

7 LENGTH=1000000
8 PROCESSORS=64
9 TASKS=4000

10 FANOUT=6
11 MAXDIST=7
12

13 Timel ine = [ [ 0 . 0 , LENGTH] f o r i in range (PROCESSORS) ]
14

15 c l a s s Task :
16 de f __init__( s e l f , cpu , ( s ta r t , end ) ) :
17 s e l f . s t a r t = s t a r t
18 s e l f . end = end
19 s e l f . cpu = cpu
20 s e l f . next = �1
21

22 de f __str__( s e l f ) :
23 re turn repr ( s e l f )
24

25 de f __repr__( s e l f ) :
26 re turn ”CPU: %d [% f ;% f ] ” % ( s e l f . cpu , s e l f . s t a r t , s e l f .

end ) + \
27 ( ” n : %d” % s e l f . next i f s e l f . next != �1 e l s e ”” )
28

29 a l l_ta sk s = [ ]
30

31 f o r p in range (PROCESSORS) :
32 f o r t in range ( i n t ( round ( random . uniform (1 , TASKS) /

PROCESSORS) ) ) :
33 number = 0 .
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34 whi le number == 0 . 0 :
35 number = random . uniform (0 , LENGTH)
36 Timel ine [ p ] . append ( number )
37 Timel ine [ p ] . s o r t ( )
38 f o r i n t e r v a l in z ip ( Timel ine [ p ] [ : � 1 ] , Timel ine [ p ] [ 1 : ] ) :
39 a l l_ta sk s . append ( Task (p , i n t e r v a l ) )
40

41 dot = Digraph ( format=’ png ’ )
42

43 f o r i in range ( l en ( a l l_ ta sk s ) ) :
44 node = a l l_ta sk s [ i ]
45 dot . node ( ”gen.%d” % i , s i z e=s t r ( node . end � node . s t a r t ) )
46

47 deps = s e t ( )
48 f o r i in range ( l en ( a l l_ ta sk s ) ) :
49 node = a l l_ta sk s [ i ]
50 f o r _ in range ( random . rand int (1 , FANOUT) ) :
51 r e t r y = True
52 whi le r e t r y :
53 edge = random . rand int (0 , l en ( a l l_ ta sk s ) � 1)
54 i f ( a l l_ ta sk s [ edge ] . s t a r t >= node . end ) or ( node .

s t a r t >= a l l_ta sk s [ edge ] . end ) :
55 i f (min ( abs ( a l l_ ta sk s [ edge ] . s t a r t � node . end ) ,
56 abs ( node . s t a r t � a l l_ta sk s [ edge ] . end ) )

> LENGTH / MAXDIST) :
57 cont inue
58 r e t r y = False
59 deps . add ( ( min ( i , edge ) , max( i , edge ) ) )
60

61 f o r ( i , edge ) in deps :
62 i f a l l_ ta sk s [ i ] . end <= a l l_ta sk s [ edge ] . s t a r t :
63 dot . edge ( ”gen.%d” % i , ” gen.%d” % edge , s i z e=’ 1 ’ )
64 e l i f a l l_ ta sk s [ edge ] . end <= a l l_ta sk s [ i ] . s t a r t :
65 dot . edge ( ”gen.%d” % edge , ”gen.%d” % i , s i z e=’ 1 ’ )
66

67 dot . render ( )
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